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The reason given for inaction Is
that It is hoped the defenders, realizing the hopelessness of their situation
will evacuate or surrender without
sacrifice of life. Reports from Sala-za- r
to Orozco are that daily his force
is being augmented by recruits. Pan-chVilla the loyal rural leader, was
reported to have been yesterday at
San Lucas with only a small remnant
of his force left. A detachment of
TORREON Orozco's men are pursuing him. San THE GREATER PART OF TODAY
TO STARVE
REBELS
LueaB 1b not far from the position
GARRISON INTO VOLUNWAS SPENT IN PREPARATION
held by Salazar.
TARY SUBMI88ION.
FOR WORK
General Antonio Rojas with the 100
men he brought here from Juarez left
THEY HAVE PLENTY OF TIME on a special train this morning for NAMEIMPORTANTCOMMITTEES
Juarez where he will resume com
mand of the garrison. The day will
AND THEY WOULD RATHER SAC- bp spent at Sauz where stock will be CLARK AND ILFELD OF SAN
RECOUNTY
GIVEN
taken aboard. Excellent order is beRIFICE THAT THAN LIVES
maintained
and
here
Oroieo
SPONSIBLE
CHAIRMANSHIPS
by
ing
OF THEIR MEN.
hi force" no !rradually growing. One
man arrived yesterday from Madera
POPULAR GLAMOR EXPECTED to secure permission to bring from REPUBLICAN FACTIONS AGREE
there a body of recruits who had voltheir services.
PROGRESSIVES
AND REGULAR8
FOLLOWERS EX- unteered
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STRIKE NEARING END.
Lawrence, Mass., March 13. The
end of the textile strike which began
January 12 was thought to have been

0.
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NEUTRALITY LAW

BEING GIVEN

FOILS OARING

IS NOT STRICT

BALLOT

ROBBERS

ENOUGH

COMMITTEES

LISTEN
TO THEIR BRAINED ONE WITH HEAVY MAL
PLEA8 FOR EQUAL RIGHTS
WITH
LET; KILLED OTHER

DECLA1E

WITH

MEN.

MEN

ARE

DEAD MAN'S GUN

SELFISH

ONE SPEAKER 8AY8 LAWS ARE
MADE TO ALLOW MASCULINE

PRIVILEGES.

IOWA MINERS WANT RAISE.
Des Moines, la., March 13. Union
miners from all the mining sections of
this state are gathering here In large

numbers to attend the state meeting
called to meet In this city tomorrow.
H seems
practically a foregone conEXPRESS EMPLOYE IS REWARD clusion that the men at their
meeting
wHl make a demand for a
ED FOR PREVENTING
SUC
raise in
wages of 10 cents a ton and of 20 per
CE88 OF DESPERADOES
cent for day work. Should the operators refuse to grant the increase deEl Paso, Tex., March 13. -- David A. manded, It is
said, all work in the
Trousdale, Wells Pargo Express mes mines of the state win stop on
April
senger, kilted two men, preventing tne 1, until a new wage scale Is
agreed
robbery of his express safe near San upon.
derson, Texas, this morning about 2
o'clock. Trousdale was messenger xon
feouthem Pacific train No. 9 which WILL MAKE AN EFFORT
was running westbound behind time.
At Dryden, east of Sanderson, two
TO RESTORE EMPEROR
men clambered into the locomotive
and in a short time forced the fire
man to go back and cut off the ex- CHINESE GENERAL WITH 1o,000
press car, while they covered EngiMEN IS MARCHING AGAINST
neer Grosh and forced him to keep
PEKING
PASSENGERSTAKECOLLECTION

NEW

LEGISLATION
WILL
PRO
TECT GOVERNMENTS IN THE
NEIGHBORING

MADERO ASKED

8TATE8.
FOR

ACTION

MEXICO'S PRESIDENT ASKS THAT
AMMUNIION BE DETAINED
IN

EL PASO.
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CITY EDITION.

HunWashington, March 13. Women's
Santa Pe, N. M March 13 The
Chihuhua, Mex., March 13.
Washington, March 13. President
Torreon
The
strike
reached
will
win
leaders invaded the capitoday.
general
suffragette
house
vexed
bullets
of
the
today disposed
ger and rA
Taft pointed out to members of the
to
to
committee
voted
recommend
tal
the question of employes, leaving only
today and presented their argufor the rebels unless the government
foreign relations committee and the
Wool- - the assistant
troops assume the aggressive. On the idle operatives of the American
secretaryship and three ments to congress in advocacy of an
Texas congressional delegation at a
en
to sacrifice
company's four mills that the wage placet, for stenographers unfilled. V- amendment to the constitution to entheory that it is better
conference
today that the neutrality
time than life, those who are planning schedule offered by the corporation be icar General Antonio fforchegu was franchise women. Hearings were givlaws of the United States were not
en
President
a
of
Maderp
accepted.
womof
committee
by
chosen
the
Casimiro
Lucero,
joint
the overthrow
chaplain;
specific enough and Is reported to
sergeant at arms, and Lee P. San- en's suffrage committee and judiciwill attempt to gain possession of
have said that unless congress enacton
and
a
of
selge
chez, assistant sergeant at arms. The ary commtmtteee in the senate and
Torreon by means
ed new measures it would be difficult
EVERY EFFORT IS MADE house Is this afternoon
that account it makes little difference
caucusing on by the judiciary commmittee of the
to preserve peace with Mexico.
into
sent
are
ihe house committees and these will house.
how many federal troops
The president appealed to his callers
Dr. Anna Shaw marshalled the suf
the city. They will assist in consum- TO AVOID COAL STRIKE be announced tomorrow.
to
help him preserve peace by preof food.
ing the available supply
In the senate, the committee chair fragette forces at the senate hearing.
venting neutrality law violations and
Railroads enter the city from the
manships went to the following: Mrs, Laldlaw assured the committee
suggested that some steps be taken at
for CONFERENCES ARE HELD IN UNI
but
and
west
north,
east,
once for he enactment of more adesouth,
rules, H. B. Holt; judiciary, B. C. that the women were not militant, but going.
TED STATES AND ENGLAND
some weeks they have been out of optSopping a mile ahead of the train,
John S, Clark; only "insistent and persistent."
Crampton; finance,
Peking, March 13. General Sheng quate measures. The conference was
IN HOPE OF AGREEMENT
eration as the result of bridge de
Probably the most determined they made a men for the express car. Yuan, who under the empire held the a result of the appeal of President
state
railroads,
affairs,
Greogry
Page;
struction and the people Of Torreon
B. A. Miera; municipal corporations, speaker was Miss Leonora OSteilly Trousdale was taken unawares and post of
governor of the province of Madero that the United States put
New York, March 13. With con- L. C. Ufeld; education, William Mc- of New York, representing the wage had no time to get his rifle, but Shen
had a foretaste of what is coming
Shi, is marching at the head of Into effect a stricter neutrality in
in the way of scarcity of food stuffs, ferences today in New York and Lon- Coy; institutions T. D. Burns;
earners.
ingrasping a mallet, he brained the 10,000 troops from the province of Texas.
the arrival of supplies from the don, steps may be taken which will debtedness, C. J. ijaughren; irrigaAfter the conference, the senate
"We don't want to bluff you," said robber who entered the car first. Kansu to Peking to restore the emnorth probably has afforded some re- lead towards adjustments of the tion, Juan Navarro; militia, E. B. she. "We want the ballot for our Seizing the dead man's gun, he shot peror to the throne. The commander committee on foreign relations held a
and framed a joint rasolu
lief, but the revolutionary leaders say worldwide situation, which finds a Gallegos; counties, Boleslo Romero; own good. We don't get half enough the second robber an he entered the o fthe emperor's
guards at the pal- meeting
it will be a Bimple matter to cut and million coal miners on strike in Great public lands, B. P. Pankey; insurance to live on and yet we have car. One man was about 30 years of ace received a
tlon
which
would prohibit the shipmessage to this effect
ol John S. Clark; live
ment of arms from the United
keep cut every railroad entering the Britain and a threatened strike
got to keep decent. You men make age, the otlier about 40, both are today.
stock,
Squire
city thus bringing garrison and popu- tens of thousands of hurd and soft' Hartt; mines, C. J. Laughren; consti- the law so that when you do wrong Americana.
States into any state qn the Amert- lation to a state where surrender will coal miners in the United States. Pos- tutional
can
we
A
If
continent which is m
women
book
off.
in
of
one
do wrong
of the
the icket
L. C. Ilfeld: you get
condition,
amendments,
Wong Sam Goes to China
be the natural and preferable solu- sibility of a strike in this country al- printing, John M.
of
disorder.
have
men
to
and
We
a
the
of
names
number
contained
of
go
H.
gutter
prison.
San Francisco, March
Bowman; roiids.
13. Wong
tion.
The resolution would impose heavy
ready has made Itself felt in pre- R. Holt; privileges and elections, Ro-- heard the tommyrot given us by leg men in Oklahoma and Kansas and Sam Ark, head of the Chinese Free
It is planned to mobollze the revo- miums of $1 a ton paid on anthracite. iesslo Romero.
You these were telegraphed the officials in Masons of
the intention being to make
islatures.
the
We
know
penalties,
game.
the United States, left for
lutionary army from the north along
to
it
men
from
rich.
states.
want
the
this
those
re
bituminous
nation
Shipments
immediately
applicable to the Mexiget
kilothe Orient yesterday on the Pacific
It is stated on good authority that
the lines near Bermejillo a few simi- gions to the seaboard are delayed by
can situation. The resolution, adopted
You don't know that riches lie In hum
The robbers being dead, the engine mail liner China. He will
the
while
Peand
regprogressive republicans
go to
meters north of Torreon,
In committee, was reportbad weather and a car shortage. The
was run back, picked mp the rest of
an lives."
king where, it is said, he will receive unanimously
lar forces, already operating in that operators have announced that the de- ulars who are members of both
ed to the senate immediately.
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to
Shaw
Dr.
train
asked
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and
the
Sanderson,
proceeded
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of
branches
the state legislature
important
government appointdistrict, will guard the approaches mands would be refused. Both sides
Ambassador Martinez y Crespo had
not where the dead men were put off. The ment.
have come to an agreement.
Past tee to recommend, In case it did
from east, west and south. The road insist that
to the president that the
will "stand pat." The
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suggested
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and
constitutional
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""t;ort
large
amendment,
the
liassengers
with
difference will be forgotten and all
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from the south connecting
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present
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who
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by the Junior Chinese Revolutionary
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which
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had
Antonio,
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work for the best interests of New
band, the membership of which con-ist- s
lieve by a force of men holding
not even dreamed, ifexlco, In effect,
A joint conference
Immeof
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at
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Sanderson
antharcite
A
juof
house
full
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the
Torreon
from
Mexico
10
of boys from
as they have always done in
to 12 years old.
a short distance
asked the United States to prevent
a committee of hard the
started a hunt for a third man He was
past. The basis for the reconcl- diciary committee and the proponents diately
where there Is a bridge of more than operators and
by Sun Ching,
accompanied
into the southern repub
coal miners was held today, when th lift t ion
to
a
believed
have
of
been
member
resoluof
six
different
congressional
a nephew of Dr. Sun Yat Sen, first shipments
is said to have been an agree-- j
ordinary length.
their consignment
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the demands of the ment as to the
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tions giving .the vote to women
provisional president of the new re- as articles of commerce Into
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welcome
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'
disappeared public.
ary law. Roth regulars and progreerating in the state
like Juarez, held by the rebels. Such
head'i-iarte- the
to
excitement
incident
the
wages, an eight hour work day recogat
Baker
during
officers
Representatives
fragettes.
the
The mutinous Wai Chow volun- a
Durango
ssives will vote favorably upon such
request is in conflict with the prevnition of the union and certain conCalifornia: Lafferty, Oregon: Taylor. hold up. It is believed that he plan- - teers, who battled for three
believe they can surround To
legislation, it is asserted.
days with ious attitude of the United States. If
to
thousand
in
of
ditions
ntd
ten
at
labor
mines.
his
or
the
comrades
The
join
Rucb
of
robbing
Mondell,
Colorado;
eight
Wyoming;
with a force
the regular army outside of Canton, could not interfere wtth the channels
e
er, Colorado; Oupre, Louisiana, anL the passengers if the robbery of the Were routed and escaped on three
In addition to this force the popular-insid- conference was executive and was
of commerce from one point of entry
the city is expected to lend expected to be followed by the makBerger, Wisconsin authors of suffra- express car had been a success. The captured vessels, according to a
SUFFRAGETTES PUNISHED.
into
another.
on
popeffect
robbers had nitroglycerin on
ing public of the reply of the operat
some assistance and the
13. Ten
suffra-- j gette resolutions were there to show dead
London, March
cablegram received today from Cancontends that when arms
Crespo
ors
the
a
and
their
statement
were
republic,
of
and
armed.
President
persons
heavily
ular opinion throughout
ton.
gettes, charged with smashing wln-- j their gallantry.
The battle raged furiously on are
obviously intended for revolutionWhite of the mine workers.
dows on March 1, were sentenced to--;
it is thought, will go far towards
the nights of March 10 and 11. Three ists and are certain to be used against
of
bringing about the resignation
Worked Clever Ruse
day at the London sessions court to
SUGAR COMING DOWN.
gunboats bombarded the volunteers the recognized government the duty
Conference in London
13.
terms ranging from four to six months
San Antonio, Texas, March
and forced them to retreat down the of the United States as a neutral
New York, March 13. All grades of
London, March 13. The conference in nrj8on
Should the garrison succeed in hold
10 According to accounts of the SouthPeall river. It is reported unofficial- should be more specifically outlined.
were
refned
lowered
sugar
today
anbetween the British coal mine owners
ern Pacific holdup received here, ly that the three vessels in which they
ing out until some time hi April,
cents per hundred pounds.
Attorney General Wickersham, Secbeand the delegates of the striking min-other phase of the situation, it is
when the robbers boarded the engine escaped were sunk, by the gunboats.
Stimson, Senators Cullom, Root,
retary
national
in
the
of
ers, under the auspices
several
lieved, may develop
at Dryden they told Engineer Grosh Many foreigners are leaving Canton Bacon, Hitchcock and William Alden
TRAIN FALLS IN RIVER.
sec- members of the cabinet, and
on
the
convenes
which
presidcongress,
to
until he came to for Hong Kong because of the dis Smith of the foreign relations commitHyde Park, N. Y., March 13. The ANOTHER
BLOW FOR aboutkeepten moving
ond of the month. The revolutionary' ed over by Premier Asquith, was re
miles from Dryden. There turbances.
Censecond
section
of
Twentieth
the
tee, and Senator Culberson, headlne
officers believe it not unlikely that sumed this morning at the foreign of
Conductor Erkel sent a negro porter
Llmlted
Texas delegation attended the conthe
CenNew
Tork
tury
onthe
whole
a
as
nce and satisfactory progress is said
by that time the people
forward to see what was the matter
in Wwang Tung
Anarchy
ference.
tral, bound for New York, was wreck
will be clamoring so strongly for the to have been made.
CHICAGO PACKERS but the iorter did not return and the Hong Kong, China, March 13 A
No details of the proceedings have ed here today and four passenger
end of the siege that congress will
conductor himself went forward only condition approaching anarchy apcoaches were thrown into the river
Danger Is Recognized.
join In a demand that the executive been made public but the premier at
to be confronted by a rifle in the pears to prevail almost everywhere
Mexico City, March 13. Members
one
and
No
partially submerged.
relinquish his position.
MM expressed his (.'ratification at
JUDGE CARPENTER
, .. r
OVERRULES robbers' hands. He ran out of range. in the Chinese province of Kwans of the
.1
i.III . J
European dlsnlomatlc
r
me course the negotiations were tak-- ...
MOTION TO DISCHARGE TWO
!
i
The engineer was brought back to Tung. At Swatow the soldiers of the here see in the free passage of arms
ml.
1IU
Madero's Resignation Demanded.
8,,ku"v
'JU
'"J""The
Ing.
morning session lasted forjwc,e
DEFENDANTS
the mail car and Messenger Trous- garrison opposed the landing of
through Juarez the greatest menace
Chihuahua, March 13. The immedi- two and one half hours and the parti other passengers were transferred to
and Mail Clerk Banks were forcdale
Hakkaa or marauding tribesmen to Mexico. One of the diplomats ao
ate resignation Of President Madero ci pants then adjourned for luncheon another section of the Limited and Chicago, March 13. Another blow
ed to alight and then the bandits and several fierce encounters have credited to Mexico declared today that
sent on to New York.
and Vice President Pino Saurez is dewas dealt thj packers charged with made the entire crew
help cut the taken place between them. A battle Introduction of arms Is a menace not
manded in a bill, which was presented
Situation in Germany
criminal violation of the Sherman train and move the engine, mail and was fought Saturday at Chow Yang, only because of lie present rebellion
Berlin. March 13. The coal miner'
today before the permanent eomniic-elolaw today when United States Dis express cars forward. The
express a short distance to the south of but because the inundation of arms la
TO MAKE TRIP CHEAPER.
of the state legislature. Tre dep- - strike in the great German coal fields
trlct Judge Carpenter denied a mo- messenger and mail clerk meantime Swatow, during which 40 men were hound to spread through, the republic
u. i;. wiarcn .10. a
the measures as.'(at Westphalia has taken a serious
uties presenting
"Bainiigiuii
tion for the discharge of Edward Mor- rifled their respective cars at the killed ana 60 wounded. General Wu and its effects will lie felt for years.
that a special session ut the legisla- turn and alre.-idhas resulted in a large delegation of the Mount Vernon ris and Ixuis H.
All the foreign (tmlomats here are
Heyman, two of the point of guns and under threats of Sun, one of the commanders of the
Anti-Fe- e
Association organized to
ture be called to adopt it, thus placing fatal conflict between the police and
on a technical objection instant death.
defendants,
on 'is account, the spokes
SwaIs
alarmed
at
for
;
troops
Canton,
ndmis-the
or
leaving
charging
practice
the state in the position of having for- the striking miners in the district of fight
to the indictment.
in tow with 2,000 men to suppress the man declared,
because the danger
Conductor
a
train
to
Erkel,
home
sion
the
hearing
of
and
tomb
George
the
central govern- Heme, where a mob of strikers threw
mally repliated
The government alleged that Morris the rear, went back and had the train, disturbances.
arising from this source is as great tr
ment. It is probable that the measure stones and fired revolver shots at a Washington was present today before
Inter-StatThe United States monitor Monte- other foreigners as to citizens of the
Commerce Commission, and company of New Jersey handled a freight,' stopped. Prom this he put
will be adoped as soon as the neces detachment of police marching to- the
the
meat
fresh
business
of
on
the
corpothe
the
of
when
carried
the
association
up
rey is at Canton. The i'.ritlsh consu United 8tates.
telephone, always
appeal
sary formalities can oe complied with ward the mine which they had been
in the electric railway ration and counsel for the defense trains, and summoned officers from at that city last night ordered the
for
a
reduction
,
The deputies fathering .he measure ordered to protect The police refare between Washington and Mount declared that Morris and company, a Sandersen. By this time the robbers captains of the British vessels lyinsrj
to
of
the
the presi- plied with their revolvers and one of
appeal
patriotism
Vernon came up for a hearing and ar- Maine corporation, is the concern had driven the train half a mile west- off the city to put out their light?
MANY ARABS ARE KILLED
dent, saying that only by immediately the strikers was killed.
The fare Is now 75 cent- - which the government should have ward and stopped around a curve.
gument.
firiii!?
should
hear
from
the;
they
Tripolitani, March 13.
Benjhazi,
resigning can they prevent the shedAt Hamborn fighting occurred be for the round
It was here that Trousdale turned forts. They did this, and the Britis! More than 1,000 Arabs were killer!
trip, 16 miles, and 40 named in this connection. In denyof
blood.
Little
been
has
tween
ding
change
the strikers and the police yes cents of the total Is
charged for the ing the motion Judge Carpenter said around and seemed to be signalling to gunboat Moorhen's
awnings an ! and another 1,000 wounded in the stif-spaeffected in the campaign In the field. terday. Strikers also demolished a
back and forth over
the evidence showed Morris and com- a person behind his captor. For a
journey
were torn by bullets while sh Ifest encounter of the Turko-ltaliaThe force under General Tnez Salazar large number of gas lamps in the town
of a mile of road between pany of New Jersey was the corporating instant the bandit took bis was engaged in protecting the elec war, according to Italian advices
holds its position before Santa Rosa- and many of the merchants were
Miller's Station, Va., and Mount Ver- tion through which the sales of fresh
es off Trousdale. The next instant trie station.
when the Italians yesterday stormerl
lia awaiting orders from General Oroz- forced to barricade their stores. Or- non. The association
demands that meat were made and that the governwas inettrnlty.
had
Trousdale
Several of the foreign missionaries and occupied two bases, nor! Iieast of
co to close In on the 125 loyal der has been restored in the town
the charge of 40 cents for that short ment's allegation was sufficiently tile big Ice mallet and brained the have had narrow
scapes from
Fojat, which were stronglv entrenchfederals now garrisoning the place.
trip be abolished entirely.
plain under the law.
blndlt, striking a crushing blow on
ed and held by a large force of Arabs.
J
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the side of the head. Trousdale's
ruse had worked. Trousdale then
took up the revolver and crouched
near the wall of the car waiting foi
the attack he knew would come.
Growing uneasy, the other bandit
jiiinjiea rrom the cab and ran ba
to the express.
Trousdale barely
heard his footsteps befoi
the rob
bei had rushed hair way into the car.
One shot was enough.
Trousdale
LARGE DELEGATION OF SUFFRA- SAVED TRAIN FROM ROBBERY BY
quietly informed those of the crew AT REQUEST OF
PRESIDENT
GISTS INVADES THE HALLS
AND
COOLNESS
COURAGE
waiting outside in the darkness that
JOINT RESOLUTION FRAMED
OF CAPITAL.
the holdup "was over." Trousdale is
WHEN TAKEN UNAWARE
FOR CONGRESS.
a Tennessean, having come to San
lAnlonio seven years ago when he
BOTH HOUSES ARE VISITED KILLED TWO OF THE BANDITS
ntered,the Wells Pargo employ,
PREVENT SHIPMENT OF ARMS
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. WEDNESDAY,

WHAT THE GOVERNOR'S
MESSAGE RECOMMENDED
In presenting his message to the
legislature yesterday the governor
aid : ' You art-- resting under the
highest responsibility ever Imposed
upon a New Mexico legislature, and
the result of your work will be of the
greatest Importance in shaping the
future destinies of our state. H Is
for you to decide how well equipped
we shall appear Tor
In the eyes of all commies. The re
sponsibility can not ( .shirked or
evaded. Partisan play and the con
sequent confusion can not !oesthly
shield those who would lightly con
aider the needs of our state at this
critical time In Its history.
"Our laws must be made not only
to serve the needs of our people, but
must also be so drawn that they will
conform to the limitations prescribed
That eonstltu-loby our constitution.
requires careful study and Interpretation, so that we shall not enact
laws In conflict with its provisions.
And In some Instances the contsitn-fioItself may have to give way by
amendment at the demands of the
people in its adjustment to the legislation which they believe they may
need."
Finance
ihe
Taking up he state finances,
governor stated that there was a balance of $542,945.35 December 1. 191!.
Schools and Educational Management
The governor discussed at considerable length the state educational institutions and recommended that several of the present ones be consolidated In order to reduce expenses and
other
and
preparatory
prevent
courses being In conflict. He made
special mention of the School of
Mines at Socorro, where he said the
attendance was small, and where, he
assorted, several courses besides mining were taught that could be taught
at the university. He recommended
several changes In the College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Las
0 nice s, and he recommended that ore
board of regents direct the affairs of
the nine educational Institutions, In
stead of separate boards for each
n

n

be given an additional assistant in bli
office
Liquor Laws

Imprisonment, In order to better enforce ft
County Salaries
The governor devoted some time
to the question of county salaries, and
recommended that the legislature give
th matter its most careful consider
alon and fix salaries of county officials In a manner Just and equitable
to the office holders and taxpayers
alike, and com mensu rate with the service rendered and with the curio is
of private business.
Assessments
The raessame dealt also at length
with the matter of assessments. The
mended that taxable
governor
property In New Mexico be assessed
at It full cash value, which he said
would reduce the levy to three mills,
and make the tax In the state more
Just to all concerned. He recommended' that the board of equalisation
be given the power to inquire into all
details of assessments and be given
power to remove assessors who do
not comply with the law.
State Museum
The governor recommended that
the old Palace of the Governors at
Santa Pp. be used as a state museum,
and that all the collections of the
Historical society and other relics In
the possession of the state be placed
therein.

Education

thi-legls- la

S.S.S.

BE5T TREATMENT

FOR CATARRH

S. S. S. is the best treatment for Catarrh because it is a perfect blood
purifier. It is the only medicine that is able to get down into the circulation and entirely remove the catarrhal matter and impurities which produce
the trouble. As long a? the mucous membranes and tissues are kept inflamed
and irritated by this impure and infected condition of the blood Catarrh will
remain. Its disagreeable and dangerous symptoms, of ringing noises in the
ears, mucus dropping back into the throat, headaches, watery eyes, difficult
breathing, and even stomach disorders and weakened health, cannot be permanently relieved until the blood is purified. Nothing equals S. S. S. for this
purpose. It goes down to the very root of the trouble, and removes every
particle of the catarrhal matter from the blood and enriches this vital fluid so
that all the mucous surfaces are supplied with nutritive, healthful qualities, instead of being constantly irritated and inflamed by impurities in the circulation. Then the symptoms begin to pass away and when S. S. S. has entirely
purified the blood, Catarrh is permanently cured and the general health
greatly built up. Book on Catarrh and any medical advice desired sent free
to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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With regard to the liquor traffic
the governor said: "It Is 1dent that
the Itquor traffic in New Mexico la
not being controlled to the general
satisfaction of the ipeople. We have
statutes applicable throughout the
a
tsate. dealing with some general
Is
It
but
this
traffic,
regulating
generally conceded that these laws
are recognised as often in their breach
as In their enforcement. Additional
penalties should be provided and
some method devised so as to secure
the enforcement of the existing laws.
The Sunday closing law, the prohibl
tlon against the sale of liquor to
habitual drunkards, the sale of liquor
to minors, the prohibition of women
entering saloons, ahd all other laws
relative to these subjects, should be
strictly enforced. At the present
time the municipalities of the state
are clothed with authority to strictly
regulate or even prohibit the sale of
Intoxicating liquors within their Urn
lta. I deem It advisable that these
municipalities should be permitted to
exercise this c ontrol over the territory
adjacent to the city and extending ai
least one mile beyond such city limit. The legal voters of each mu
nkipallty should have a right to initiate ordinances for the purpose of
further regulating the liquor traffic
In the city, If city councils fall to
adopt and enforce such rules and regulations as the legal voters desire
This right to Initiate ordinances
should include ordinances providing
for the entire prohibition of thta traffic In such municipalities.
It Is evident also that some special provision
should be made for the regulation of
this traffic within the counties an I
outside the municipalities. To this
end the board of county commissioners should be clothed with the same
authority in this respect as the councils in the cities, and upon failure by
the board to regulate and prohibit
this traffic as the legal voters of the
voters
county desire, such legal
should be empowered to initiate ordinances for the regulation or prohibition of this traffic to the same
extent as above recommended with
If your
respect to municipalities.
honorable body should not conclude
to enact laws along the lines above
suggested, l earnestly urge that, you
take up this question and enact some
law whloli shall secure more strict
regulation of this traffic and which
shall render it less obnoxious to the
moral sense of the people and cause
lest? tn'Jury fb the rTlng generation
than is resulting from this traffic under existing laws."
Inheritance Tax
The governor recommended a law
providing for an Inheritance tax In
the new state, and that the state
ratify the proposed amendment to
the United Sates constitution for an
income tax.
Election of U. S. Senators
With reference to the election of
United States senators the governor
said that he favored election by direct vote of the people as soon as the
national constitution was amended so
as to make It legal, but. he advocated
a law for a primary election whereby
the people might cast advisory votes.

The governor discussed the public
schools of the state, and while he
praised the excellent schools In many
cities and towns he urged upon
the legislators' the necessity of providing at once for at least five months
school terms in many of the rural districts, at least IK of which now have
no schools at all, and many of which
have but from one to three months a
yeiy. The governor called attention to
the fact that about 30,000 children
have no educational advantages, and
he urged that they be given first consideration. He recommended a com
plete new set of school laws and a
repeal of all conflicting statutes.
Public Lands
The governor urged uKn the legis
school.
lature the necessity for laws for a
County Money
proper end Just administration of the
The governor called attention to twelve million acres of
public land.
the fact that laws were needed, in
Insurance Commissioner
bis estimation, to secure for counties
The governor recommended the
proper inJerest on monies In their abolishment of the office of insurance
nd he urged
commissioner, combining its duties
ture to enact laws to that end.
with some other office.
Public Institutions
Parole Officer
The governor recommended that
The governor recommended tha;
one board be provided to direct the the parole officer who is paid $75 a
affairs of the penitentiary, miners" month out of convicts' earnings, be
hospital, insane asylum, reformatory abolished.
and similar institutions, declaring
Coal Oil Inspector
that he believed in this manner tbe
The governor recommended that
work could be expedited and mucn the office of coal oil insiector also bt
expense saved. He gave his approval abolished. He said that the fees which
tor a recommendation by J. B. Mc- - were
charged against, oil companies
Manus, superintendent of the peni- were added to the retail price of oil.
tentiary, for a convict farm to be
Traveling Auditor
He said that
owned by the state.
The governor said that he had re
while the insane asylum, where there ceived no
report from the former
is a farm, was running within its ap
and that he could
auditor,
traveling
propriation, the penitentiary needed not at. this time discuss the details of
an increased appropriation, because that office. He
said, however, that it
of the added number of inmates, the had been
to him that an
represented
need for a new and sanitary kitchen, auditor
and one assistant could not
general repairs and the rebuilding of do the work, and he recommended an
the stables recently destroyed by fire. additional
deputy in that office.
Banks and Banking
Mounted Police
Commenting upon the recent failAn increase in the mounted poli'-ure of several banks In New Mexico, force was
recommended, because ot
the governor declared that he favor- trouble on the border, the Increase of
ed a state banking board, or commis
population, and, the governor added
sion, such as exist in 38 other states an unusual number of recent homi
at this time. He recommended that cides. The mounted police departthe irovernoT. the treasurer and the ment
reports a small deficit, out o'
attorney general be constituted such an appropriation of $12,000.
a board, to save expense and to enMine Inspector
force the laws. He also urged the
The
of
urged prompt action
governor
set
uniform
new
and
adoption of a
on laws for the proper Inspection of
se
for
with
laws,
provision
banking
vere penalties for violations of these mines and1 mining, safeguards for the
laws. He also called attention to the miners, the prevention of child labor
fact that section 254 of the Compiled and other phases of the industry.
Law Revision
Laws of 1907 with reference to those
was
The
recommended that
in
governor
frequently
banking
engaged
violated, and suggested that a penalty the attorney general be charged with
be attached to this law, providing for the revision of the laws and that he
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MILLINERY

coronacto

Day

The governor paid a glowing trib
ute to the
people
of the state and to their history. He
remarked that the conqiiistadores of
Spain had planted Christianity and
civilisation upon the continent before
Plymouth Rock and Jamestown, and
he urged that the legislature set aside
a state holiday to be known as
Spanish-America-

n

"Cor-onad-

o

Day."
Direct Primaries
The governor urged the passage of
a direct primary law, and said that'
the convention system of nominating
was wrong and led to the building up
of political machines and political
bosses. He recommended a modified
form of the Australian ballot, suitable
to our needs, and the adoption of a

attractive.

New shapes, color combinations and trimmings gives an exceptional variety from which to choose. Onrline includes the
famous
is unusually

feat-ure-

GAGE HATS
which possess a style and individuality obtainable
in no other line. The entire line is now ready for
your inspection. Come in and see them.

oy mi um cs
Z6TABLSHED
PYTHIANS AT TAMPA.
Tampa Pla., March 13. All the prin
cipal business streets and buildings
of the city are handsomely decorated
with American flags and the emblems
of the Knights of Pythias, iu honor of
the visiting Knights, Pythian Sisters
and members of the uniform rank of
the order, who have gathered here
from all parts of the state to attend
the annual meeting of the grand lodge
of the Florida K. of P. andof the af
filiated organizations, The opening
session of the three days' conclave
was held this rooming at the Creeson
theater. After the exchange of formal adddresses of welcome and responses the grand lodge went in ses
sion. An elaborate program for the
entertainment of the visiting Knights
and ladies has been arranged by the
three local lodges.
FLORIDA

THEIR WEDDING ANNIVERSARY.
13. Today
Ottawa Ont. March
anniversary
marked the thirty-thir- d
of the wedding of His Royal Highness
the Governor General and the Duchess of Connaught. Before her mar
rlage the Duchess of Connaught was
Princess Louise, daughter of Prince
Frederick Charles of Prussia.

THI8 18 EA8Y
Is easy for prospective hostesses
to find pretty trophies at the Bally
Curio store, which is selling all china
at cost for a limited time. Even if
you are not entertaining during Lent
you can find a nice piece of China for

PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
WERE YOU PREPARED
For the sudden blizzard that e
Your druggist will refund money It
PAZO OINTMENT falls to core any scended from the north Monday night?
case of Itching, Bltrd, Bleeding or Were your coal bins full? If not call
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days, fine up the Coors Lumber company and
order fuel. Orders will be filled withIN UNCERTAIN
WEATHER
out delay.
The safest and surest way to travel
use when the society whirly begins
PROTECTION
once more. The stock is large and Is with a horse. We carry a full line
of livery outfits and are prepared to Against the cold blasts that bring
there Is much room for selection.
furnish drivers If necessary. We also pneumonia, grip and disagreeable
a fine line of good colds upon their breath is afforded by
If you want to get the want you are supplied with
ser- chamois vests and chest
protectors.
want to get, you want to get your carriages and prompt, courteous
M. L. Cooley, Liv- The Schaefer
Is
vice
guaranteed.
pharmacy carries a full
want in a want getter. The Optic
line.
You oan be comfortable and
wants you to get the want you want eryman.
free from the fear or catching cold
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see.
JOHN CHINAMAN
if you wear one of these handy arUsually is caricatured as a laundry-man- , ticles. Schaefer's, opera house block.
80LID LEATHER SHOES.
but in all China there Is no man O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Very much talked but very little in who has reduced the business of laun- Co.
evidence except in case of high prices.
dering to the exact science that have
Yet in spite of the fact we have suc- modern inventors. The Las Vegas
EASTER IS COMING.
ceeded In getting an excellent line of Steam
a good time for ladles to
Lent
is
the
of
tinest
one
Laundry has
all leather shoes for boys that is laundries in New Mexico. The work reflect on what kind of a. hat they
great In value for a little money. and the service rendered Is the best are going to get for Easter. RememPrices 9 to 13, $1.00; 13 to 2, J1.25;
ber Mrs. Frank Strass Is arranging for
proof.
2
to
$1.60. For misses and chilher spring opening, at which will be
dren at same prices.
displayed all the latest shapes and
ELKS
ATTENTION
HEDGCOCK'8.
Have you had your photograph models in the season's millinery. The
made for the new lodge rom? Water wonderful millinery display will be an
A Cold La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
man Is making sittings and the pic- - event of importance. Mrs. Frank
Is too often the fatal sequence, and ture ftre proving as good or a little Strass, milliner, Douglas avenue.
coughs that hang on weaken the sys
turned

FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY
Where1 the Winters ate Cold and the
Snows Deep
Writing from the vicinity David
Harum made famous, a man says that
he was an habitual coffee drinker,
and, although he knew it wsb doinji
lilm harm, (Tea is equally harmful, be
cause it contains caffeinethe. same
drug found in cofee)was too obstinate to give It up, till all a-- once he
went to pieces with nervousness and
insomnia, loss of appetite, weakness
i

and a generally used-ufeeling, which
practically unfitted him for his arduous occupation, and kept him on a
couch at home when Ills duty did
not call him out.
"While In this condition Grape-Xut- s
food was suggested to me and I began to use it. Although It was in the
middle of winter and the thermometer was often below zero, almost
my entire living for about six weeks
of severe exposure was on GrapeNuts
food with a little bread and butter
and a cup of hot water, till I was
wise enough to make Postum my
tal le beverage.
"After the first two weeks 1 began
to feel better and during the whole
winter I never lost a trip on my maJl
route, frequently being on the read
7 or 8 hoirr at a time
The constant marvel to me was
how a person could do the amount of
work and endure the fatigue and
hardship as I did, on so small an
amount of food. But I found my
new rations so perfectly satisfactory
that I have continued them- - using
at every
both Postum and Grape-Nut- s
meal, and often they comprise my
p

strong corrupt practices act.
Language Qualification
The governor urged the Immediate
striking out from the contsitution of
the provision
requiring ability to
read, write and speak the English entire meal.
"All my nervousness
inritability
language to hold state or legislative
and insomnia have disappeared and
office.
healthy, natural sleep has come back
Redisricting
The message opposed the present to me But what has been perhaps
system of districting for legislative the greatest surprise to me Is the
purposes, and urged an amendment fact that with the benefit of my general health has come a remarkable
to the constitution placing the
upon the population by pre- Improvement In my
"If a good appetite, good digeetlon,
cinct.
t,
strong nerves and an
good
Initiative and Referendum
I can
Uusing the word "reasonable" as a active brain are to be desired,
use
own
from
an
experience,
recommended
say
my
the
governor
basis,
and Postum." Name given
Initiative and referendum, so that Its Grape-Nut- s
uses could be reasonably obtained by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Read, the little book, "The Road to
when there was a reasonable demand
Wellville," In pkgs. "There's a Reafor them.
son."
Economy
Ever read the above letter? A new
The governor urged strict econo
one
for
appears from time to time. They
and told the legislators that
are genuine, true, and full of human
good legislation they could count
interest
on his support.
eye-sig- ht

eye-sigh-

1Q6&

It
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tem and lower the vital resistance.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is a
reliable medicine that stops the cough
promptly by healing the cause;
soothes the inflamed air passages,
and checks the cold. Keep always on
G.
O.
Refuse substitutes.
hand.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
WHAT IS THE REASON

For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
dairy is constantly gaining new customers and is holding Its old patrons?
Because It furnishes the best, purest
and richest milk. The milk Is abso
lutely free from contamination. It is
handled in sterilized rooms by scien
tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
a while and you will never change.

better than the quality usually
out by that high class photographer.
Better arrange for a sitting today
Waterman, the Plaza.

stop and consider

The value of getting good goods at
the store where price meets purse.
In selecting anything from our complete and up to date Jewelry stock
remember that you are assured of
wares that are of guaranteed excel
lence. We have built up the business of our store by pleasing every
patron and making of every patron
an advertiser. We manufacture beautiful filigree Jewelry. Sabino Lujan,
Bridge street.

FOLEY'S

HONEY

MD

TAR

COMPOUND

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine forCOUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable."' The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes.

O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only awprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being sucpicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

h Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. WEDNESDAY,
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The Good Roads Movement in Delaware

OKLAHOMA

FAVORS TEDDY.

13. Unless
Guthrie, Okla March
the unexpected happens Theodore
Roosevelt will get in Ms first body
Wo win the fight for the
republican
presidential nomination here tomorrow, when the republicans of Oklahoma will meet to name 10 delegate
and 10 alternates to the national convention at Chicago. The Roosevelt
supporters are expected to be in absolute control of the convention, notwithstanding the fact that the state
organization has fought tooth and nail
In the interest of President Tart.
The delegates to the state convention
instructed for Roosevelt ounumber the
Taft delegates nearly two to one. The
Roosevelt supporters point to this fact
as one of great significance herauce
they declare, it represents the first
chance the people
between the two candidates under a
primary law. while ready to admit
that they have lost the fight so far as
the state convention is concerned, the
Taft people believe they will be able
to capture some of the district delegates, thus preventing a solid Roosevelt delegation frcm Oklahoma.

New Road Being Built from End to End of State

NAGEL STUMPING NEW ENGLAND
Boston, Mass., MRrch 13 Prebum-abl-

AT THE
SWING
By Martha

(Copyright,

1311.

I

br AMociitwi Luax7 Prsas)

Cloud mountains in the west, margined with fiery gold, flung long aerial shadows athwart the sky. There
was the small of new rain, though
A
the turf under foot was dust-dry- .
shower had come within sight across
the meadows, then veered away southerly. Amy was glad to had veered. Her
white frock, crisp and sheer, would
have wilted In the damp of it The
rain had been too slight to do more
than freshen the air It still came
warm to the cheek, but without the
sting that had marked
midday

breezes.

At 6 o'clock of a midsummer afternoon, roses droop on the stalk, but
are at their fairest Amy
proved the fact she knew she had
never looked better therefore she
was gay and proud. The Carlyns,
mother and son, were coming to an
early tea. It was their first approach
to sociability. Ever since they moved
Into the old Earle place they had held
rose-chee-

and set sparsely with gim tree.
There was a swing In the biggest of
then a tall oak, bat branchy. It
stood apart from all the rest the Mg
boughs spreading many yards on each
side. From the stoutest of the boughs
Mg hempen cables dangled. The teat
was broad enough for two Amy and
Leslie, side by side, were tossed up
many times through wide arcs of
susk. But they were considerate
toaslng them was hard play for midsummer, no matter how gallant the
toascrt.
When the swing dangled empty
Danforth stepped Into It and began
to swing himself with a pumping motion, slowly at first, but quickening,
quickening, all the while strengthening, until cables stood taut and
straight at the check, the circle ot
motion bounded only by their length.
Any exhibition of strength fascinated Leslie. The full moon rising round
and red, showed her heart in the
eyes that watched Danforth.
Oarlm. watchlnc her. set his ts
This bumpkin should not win by mere
brute force. As Danforth stepped
down Carlyn flung off his coat and
leaped Into the swaying seat, saylnf
over bis shoulder, "I could do thai
a long time ago wonder If I have forgotten the trick?"
"Do yon forget things easily?" Leslie asked, merrily.
Still over his shoulder he answered.
"Depends on what they are and bow
much I want to remember." Then he
set the swing In motion as deftly aa
Danforth had done.
Baok and forth, back and forth, he
sent It, crouching, swinging upward,
the arc of motion ever and swiftly
widening. He bad not forgotten the
aptitudes came back to him.
But they could not bring with them
nerveleesneas.
absolute
boyhood's
Higher, higher, he went the swooping waa like the flight of some great
bird. Then he felt himself suddenly
dlaxy blind, sick his muscles grew
flaccid. With a last desperate rally, he
clung trembling to the eablea. but en
the downsweep his hands unlocked
themselves be toppled to earth and
lay a crumpled heap on the tort.
"Lenox! Oh! Ton are dead?" Leslie
cried, flinging herself wildly beside
him, making to lift his head In her
anna. He stirred, moaning faint the
others ran to him.
"Call
his mother," Leslie said
clearly. "But tell ber please he Is
only hurt"
Aa Lenox groaned again, aha laid
his head baok upon the turf, but left
her arm underneath it Amy. white-facebetwixt fright and anger, had
hard work not to scream.
"Lenox I Say only you forgive me!"
Leslie whispered out Amy hear.' .So
did the Inert man, spent and breathless. "I love yon," he mnrnmrpd.
faintly. "It Is yours to forgive
Then he lapsed into unconsciousness. It took weeks to come out of
It. Only by a miracle had he es
caped death. Leslie did not
him his mother would not hear ts
It even If her own heart had not
nromnted her to Stay. When at last
he knew them, thej-weeping together tears of the purest
joy. And the very next day be mar
rled Leslie to the disgust and con
founding of Mrs. Amy Danforth, born
Watson.

themselves distantly toward the countryside.
whohas tfvcn
That had not salted Amy, yet she
,
had given no sign of her dissatisfaction. She was bora ambitious Lenox
I
Carlyn was Just the sort of man she
tjoawruction Cmp
J
EnfineciV Corpi with their "Uocomubile"
wanted to marry, wall-breabove all rather distinguished.
She
had no mere vulgar greed for money,
IB
, ;
,
The good roads question is one a tree country road be built to make ers, lelephone and
ha spite of having had It In plenty all
conduits a! ount six inches deep, which is laid
ber life. But she did yearn to reach
wich today is occupying the atten- it pay its original cost, cost of main- etc., thus eliminating any necessity afier the road has been properly
social pinnacles the rare heights
on the for tearing up the
aved irtion of .Traded and drained. In the bithulitic
tion of every thinking man In the tenance and a fair return
where the exalted had their being.
invested."
tile road.
process the top dressing, which is
United States. This question does money
Her people, the Watsons, were wholly
The solution of this problem as w orkAs will bo seen, the total acreage rolled until three or four Inches thick,
undistinguished, notwithstanding they
not affect, alone the farmer or auto-blll- ed out by General
duPont, as a re- utilized for the road, in spite of the is composed of crushed1 stone which
were each and several, patterns of
but is one which is of vital Im- sult of his experience on the Dela- magnificent width and arrangement, has been
thrift, sobriety and the moral virtues.
thoroughly coated with,
portance to all of us, owing to the ware road, is a system of graduated will not come near taking up the 2ti
Secretly Amy had always envied
by being run through a mixing
Leslie May, her college mate, notwithfaot that every extension of the good assessments, so arranged that all who acres reserved, and it is from this re- machine. In the inetration process
standing Leslie had had few and plain
receive direct benefits from the road mainder 'hat it is expected consider- the crushed stone is graded over the NO DYSPEPSIA
roads movement and the completion
OR
slothes, little money to spend, and
are to bear their share of expense, at able revenue for road maintenance foundation and melted
Is
asphalt
STOMACH DISTRESS never a box from home. She was an
of every new artery has resulted not
the outset, and will later be recom- can be derivedv
then poured on top of it.
orphan, bound to work for her living
only in a greater production of food pensed by rentals of the unusued porIn either case a top course of as- Heartburn, Gas, Sourness and Stom- the college
General dnPont has conceived sevcourse was provided
stuffs in that particular section, but tions of the road itself.
eral other features, which he Intends phalt and sand is carefully applied
through the will of an elderly relative
ach Misery Vanish.
has cheapened them on account of the
Suppose, for instance, that
this to put through, and which will be of and rolled and this not only acts as
There would not be a case of indi who had left a million to missions.
snail cost of getting them into the Delaware road was being constructed great value to the state. One of them a binder and levels
inhere if readers who are sub- But she was also. a governor's grandgestion
any
alight
market.
daughter, and entitled to use a crest
of being is the foundation of several agricul- equalities of the road surface, but ject to Stomach trouble
by this method, instead
knew the tre when she cOuld afford It Amy would
Although at the present time there-ar- 'iven by General duPont. On the du- tural experimental stations, in
mendous
serves
also
to
waor
snow
rain
and digestive have given her string of pearls for a
keep
between 15,000 and 20,000 miles of Pont road some 26 acree of land have of trained men, which will be charge
main ter from penetrating the road struc- virtue contained in Diapepsln. This orest She was bent on having one,
in
the
United
roads
States, been condemned for every mile o(, tained by the revenue of the road. At ture.
improved
harmless preparation will digest a if ever she got away from the neigheither ufMfeV construction or propos- road. Revenue from the road will be these
While the bithulitic process is more heavy meal without the slightest fuss borhood, where folk, knowing her pedstations it is proexperimental
ed, no section of road is receiving partially derived from trolley franposed to work out carefully the apo- expensive, it withstands the action of or discomfort, and relieve the sourest igree, would only laugh at it
the careful investigation or is being chises, from water, telephone, tele- dal
She was glad and sorry to have
problems of each individual sec- the elements better in many respects, acid stomach in five mlnutea, besides
as a guest; glad because her
Leslie
watched as closely by the road malt graph and sewer right of way ren tals tion of the state and
all
foul, Nauseous odors
thus be able to than the penetration system. In the overciming
presence gave a reasonable excuse for
era of the country and by good roads and partially from the rental of that advise the
from
the
breath.
farmers in such a way as penetration
system the stones not
the mild festivity; sorry In that she
advocates, as is the 106 mile road part of the 26 acres per mile, which to increase their material
Ask your pharmacist to show you felt
prosperity. having been evenly covered with asherself, to a degree, hampered by
whioh General T. Coleman duPont is is not used for actual road construcGeneral duPont also intends to set phalt, are apt to shift when the as- the formula, plainly printed on each hospitality It would not do to eclipse
own
at
his
tion.
expense
constructing
monuments one thousand feet apart, phalt is softened by the heat of the
Diapepsln, then Leslie, either In clothes or charms.
As laid out, the duPont road con-istthrough the state of Delaware.
the whole length of the road, sun or is contracted by extreme cold, you will readily understand why this Hence the white frock, fine and lacy
along
General duPont felt that any
of some seven parts, although not these points being established so ac- thus causing breaks and unevenness promptly cures Indigestion and re- to be sure; hence, also, the conspicu
ous absence of the pearls. Leslie had
amount of money which he might rill of them will be developed immemoves such symptoms as
Heartburn,
curately that they can serve as "bahe in the roadbed.
a feeling like a lump of laad In the begged her to put them on, saying:
givo for a road would be of far diately, the idea being to Increase the
in
The importance and value of such
points"
any future surveys of the
You set them off so It's a shame
greater benefit and would have a far size of the road as the traffic be- state.
a project as this one undertaken by stomach, Belching of Gas and Eructa- to leave them In their case."
on
tions
influence
the
of undigested food, water brash,
greater
happiness and comes heavier. When completed the
In the actual construction of the General duPont cannot well be overInstead of them Amy had only a
material prosperity of the people of road will consist of a
strip road many experiments
are being estimated. It is important and valu- Nausea, Headache, Biliousness and little gold chain, twin to that about
his state than any other project he in the middle, which will be given
other bad symptoms; and, be Leslie's neck.
Otherwise there was
tried, which will be exceedingly use able, not alone to the residents of many
sides, you will not need laxatives to no likeness between them.
might select. To quote his own over to automobiles, and on either ful for reference
Leslie's
for
and
Delaware, whose benefits are direct
purposes
words:
keep your stomach, liver and intes limp organdie was palpably faded, her
side of this
strip, a
the guidance of future road makers. and immediate.but indirectly as well tines
clean and fresh.
slippers a bit scuffed, her ribbons
"My object in building the road is strip, wihich has been reserved for
Although different systems of road to the entire country, for many new
If your stomach is sour and full or crumpled. Further, she had done her
not only to provide a good highwav trolley lines. Beyond the
trolley lines construction have been experimented and complex problems In road buildor your food doesn't digest, and hair in ber usual severe fashion. CASCARETS INSURE
where it is badly needed, but also lo there will be
roads for horse upon, it is probable that either the ing have been solved by General du- gas,
There the rain had helped a bit bringINSIDE CLEANLINESS
your meals don't seem to fit, why not ing the loose ends of
work out in a practical way a prob drawn vehicles and
It Into curl, and
heavy traffic. Ad- blthuliitic or penetration system will Pont and the corps of experts assista
case
get
lem that will, if successful, revolutio- joining each of these
from your druggist so framing her mobile face in
last named be used. Both of these systems are ing him in the task of building this
The millions of Cascaret users never
and make life worth living? Absolute wisps. She really looked hertendrilly
nize the building of roads in the Uni- roads will be dirt
best.
roads, in 15 feet of alike at the beginning, the basis of notable contribution to the good roads relief from
Have Headache, Constlpstfon,
Stomach misery and per
b nair, yeuow as
ted States. The problem is how can which will be laid water
wneat was
pipes, sew both being a concrete
foundation movement.
Biliousness or Stick
fect digestion of anything you eat Is smooth, and beautifully dressed,
Stomach.
drecsed to be sure, yet not In
sure
to follow five minutes after, and,
IT IS NOT STRANGE
catessen in the following lines: Liver
It is more necessary that you keep
such wise as to deform her fine small
GDEATER LAS VEGAS
PURE
STIMULANTS
one
case
besides,
is
sufficient
It Is not strange that so many peohead.
Can be made a Deautifcl
your Bowels, Liver ana Stomach
sausage, ring sausage, wiener and
city at Should be a part of the equipment to cure a whole family of such
ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
"Make haste and marry a duke
as
well
clean, pure and fresh thau It 1b to
as
night
th
of
liberal
stocked
home.
trouble.
by
every
by
day
Blue
properly
Point
oysters in the
restaurant on Center street The bill frankfurters,
this head deserves strawberry leaves keep the sewers and
use of electricity. Those merchants Our stock of whiskies is pure and is
drainage of a
Surely, a harmless, Inexpensive at least," Leslie had
of fare la generous and the price is shell, shad roe, Spanish mackerel,
said, touching large city free from obstruction
who already have installed electric unequaled for medicinal purposes. preparaUon like
Holland
Pape's Diapepsln, the golden softness admiringly.
herring, shelled almonds, Picheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
Are you keeping clean inside with
signs have been more than pleased It ia particularly suited for family which will always, either at daytime
Amy nad smiled she did not aspire
Many people wonder how It is pos- mento cheese and peanut butter. To with
Cascarets
or merely forclug a passthe
result.
bus- use. We carry a full line of excellent or during night, relieve
Their
of
to
places
stomdukes, but it was pleasant to hear
your
sible to serve such e cellent meals so arrive, mustard greens, long onions,
iness have been made so attractive wines. Home trade a specialty. The ach misery and digest your meals, is she deserved them. After all, Leslie ageway every few days with salts,
and
turnips
carrots, California head
cheaply.
cathartic pills or castor oil? This
lettuce and California parsley. Tele- that the volume of trade has increased Opera Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor. about as handy and valuable a thing was a good sort. When she herself
was safely married, she would set
Cascarets immedltely cleanse and
are
Electric
as
could
materially.
sigr.s
you
have
in
cheaper
the
house.
REMEMBER FOR THIS WEEK
phone Main 8, the 5, 10 and 25 Cent
about
her
friend
a
to
the stomach, remove the
than
helping
like
regulate
us
See
you
for
hapChamberlain's Cough Remedy has
Imagine.
figures.
We have a large assortment of deli Store.
py estate. Just now such a thing was sour, undigested and
The Las Vegas Light and Power com- won its great reputation and exten- NORTHA CAROLINA ELKS
fermenting food
MEET. out of the question. So she had asked
sive sale by Its remarkable cures of
and foul gases; take the excess bile
pany.
N.
New
C.
13.
Bern
March
The
city young Danforth by way of balancing from the liver and
coughs, colds and croup. It can be
carry out of the
depended upori. Try It. Sold by all is gaily decorated In honor of the Elks Leslie. He was her stand by they system the
decomposed waste matter
IN NEW YORK CITY
who are here from all parts of the had grown up together upon adjoining
druggists.
Tou will find Hotel Cumberland, at
state to attend the annual convention farms, and though gossip had been and poison in the intestines and
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
Fifty-ourtof the North Carolina Association of matching them since he put on long bowels.
and
street
Broadway
No Odds how badly and upset you
For
a
bed.
on
a
For
she had never thought of
sleeping
poor
near Central Park, an Ideal loca;lon
the Benevolent Order of tffe Elks trousers,
him as a lover.
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straight
In the retail shopping and theatei very reasonable investment you can which opened here today for a three
Leslie might do worse, from a
en you out by morning. They work
your sleeping hours as well bp
district with the subway, elevated enjoy
session. As this Is also the ly point. Danforth if not richworlda millionaire.
We are selling the days'
was while you sleep. A
box from
and surface cars at hand. A band
tenth anniversary of the New Bern comfortably off, withal energeUc. But
brass beds cheaper than ever
will keep your entire
of the order a particularly elab- Leslie would never in the world look your druggist
some, modern, beautifully furnished popular
lodge
before. We have many styles In the
family feeling good for months. Don't
hotel with one of the best restau
at him he bored her. Amy knew
and satin finish, fine mat orate program of entertainment has
it
bright
rants In the city, but moderate it
been prepared by the local .membeis though Leslie had been always too forget the children their little
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
need a good, gentle cleansing,
courteous to say so. Somewhat willprices. Rooms with bath, (2.50 pet Johnsen & Son
d
also
was Leslie. She too.
ful,
Send
P
booklet
for
day up.
Harry
have had half the mission-millioThe "Child's Welfare" movement mightIf
Stlmson, manager.
DO YOU KNOW WHY
TO ORGANIZE FOR ROOSEVELT.
Some habits one should want to break and
only she had
has challenged the attention
of her life to the cause. agreed to give
The Lobby is such a popular meet- thoughtful
Yet now she
Seattle Wash., Marca 13. The.
all bad habits are bad to keep.
Moth
people
everywhere.
THE EMPORIUM
ing place for men? The answer is ers are natural supporters, and will stood laughing and talking with Dan- Roosevelt league has completed arWe are now now prepared to show easy. It handles the best wines and find In
as If he were the one creature
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
Foley's Honey and Tar Com- forth,
rangements for the state convention
our new spring novelties and millinpound a most valuable aid. Coughs In the world she cared to entertain.
for
sale
Las
in
and
is
to be held here tomorrow wat which
liquors
Vegas
good habit anyone can have.
at
stared
Amy
her, frowning faintly
ery and are placing on sale a beauti- In a convenient location, on the corner and colds that unchecked lead to
then her brow clearing magically, time plans will be discussed for an
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
ful line of flowers, sale commend is opposite the Santa Fe station. A
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
big quickly to the healing and soothin? she said mentally:
aggressive campaign in Washington
Monday the eleventh, losting three line of the best cigars In always in qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar
"It is coming out beautifully Lenox in the interest of the Roosevelt candiWant Ad. page with a purpose to select the
O. G. Schaefer and Red Carlyn will think
days only. Mrs. A. Standish, 524 stock. Laubach ft Benjamin, proprie- Compound.
they are sweet- dacy. The league win oppose the
best opportunity that he may find and then
Cross Drug Co.
Sixth street
tors.
hearts. If not engaged."
state
which
"regular"
follows up the "lead." will surely get quick
Lenox might have thought so, but has declared for organizaUon
the
of
renomlnation
for certain prior happening
success.
SOUTHWEST M. E. CONFERENCE
ths President Taft
a
that
fact
Leslie
year
ago
had
been
H -- his betrothed. But
Hutchinson, Kan., March
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
since she gave no
three hundred Methodist minNearly
DEMOCRATS ATTENTION
of
will help people to get what they want when
sign
recognition, he accepted the
isters from the southwestern part of role of new
A mass meeting of the democrats
with
acquaintance
what
they want it
Kansas and the northern portion of grace he might Clearly, he could not of the
City of Las Vega ia called for
Oklahoma are in attendance at the say to a wholly new acquaintance:
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
Thursday
evening at 7:30 p. m.,
was
"I
a
0
thirtieth annual session of the Southjealous Idiot! Forgive, O, March 14 at the
City Hall to discuss
west Kansas Methodist conference, forgive me."
plans for the coming city election. All
Lenox
In
said
his
It
over
heart
and
which opened here today at the First
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD HI ORE DRY.
0
over throughout the high tea. More democrats are urged to be present.
Methodist church.
Bishop Robert than ever he said It when, after the
Vs
By order of the City Central comAlways remember the full name. Look
Mcmtyre, of St. Paul, is presiding' at meal, they went In the twilight again mittee.
the conference, which will remain In out on the lawn.
for this signature on every box. 25c.
P. D. M'ELROY, Chairman.
It was wide and level, richly turfed
session until next Monday.
GEORGE H. HUNKER, Secretary.
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to offset the effect of the recent
visit of Colonel Roosevelt to Boston,
.Secretary of Commerce and Labor
Nagel came to sew England today to
deliver several addresses for President Taft. Mr; Nagel is booked to
speak in Smingfield tonight and in
Provident' tomorrow night.
Early
next week this section is to receive
a
visit fr :ui President Taft himself. The
president will be in Boston Monday
for the Evacuation Day celebration
and will spend the next two
days in
New Hampshire, where Governor
Bass
is stirring things up in the interest
of the Roosevelt candidacy.
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ootwituUonalcon vent ion the Imim be
tween oirecu, apd delegated govern
I men t was
ESTABLISHED
raised. The re
out
publicans
straight
PUBLISHED BY .
against the initiative in any form;
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
the democrats declared in favor of it.
Result: The lowest candidate on th.
(Incorporated)
republican ticket, Nepomuceno Segu
SL M. PADGETT
EDITOR ra. who is a reading clerk In the
senate, defeat! the highest candidate
on the democratic ticket. Antonio Luce, the present secretary of state.
over one thousand majority. The
i by
Entered at the Postoffice at East people of San Miguel county know
La Vegas, New Mexico, tor transmis- what they want, and it Is not the inision through the United States Mails tiative.
We know and appreciate the fallacy
second class matter.
upon which the Initiative is based.
To express the matter clearly, advoTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
cates of this instrument of governDAILY, BY CARRIER:
I .06 ment go upon the tacit assumption
Copy
16 that th blacksmith by trade can niaf
Om Weak
66 a suit of okxhes just as skilfully a
One Mcnth
7.60 the tailor can.. As
Om Year
people who tujve
DAILY BY MAIL:
to wear clothes, the voters of this
Ona Year
$6.00 county protest asainat any such
S.OO
lx Months
,
By advociiting the initiative Governor McDonald
may hope to gain
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
for
friends
himself
and adherents for
GROWER.
his party; Just the opposite Is the
Ob Year
$1.00
tx Months
100 raM In San Miguel county and in the
majority of the counties of New Mex-

lie

gaily 17.fiptU

LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.

Advertisers are guaranteed the
targest dally and weekly circulation
f any newspaper In Northwestern

vw

Mexico.
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FOR SPRING WEAR
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(Cash la Advance for Mall Subscrip
tions).
Remit by draft, check or money
rder. It sent otherwise we will not
he responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
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TO HAVE

REDING ABL&
OUBLE chins are said to disap portions contains a perfume of quite
pear almoBt as if by magic when a different odor. These are sold In
subjected to treatment with a leather cases, satin lined, into which
set of little rollers, which are the bottles fit perfectly.
being used here for the first time.
There Is a tiny Ivory and tortoise shell
Without the aid of scissors or knife
roller for nibbing away
superfluous the cuticle around the finger nails can
flesh under the chin and smoothing out be kept smooth and well pushed back
the wrinkles which have a provoking by using a device which has recently
waif of making themselves visible in been placed on the market The manevery young woman's face. This
icure outfit contains a pair of metal
toilet accessory must be manip- pincers about three inches long, which
ulated with the utmost care. The set bold in their tip a tiny disk which
Includes three rollers. Besides this looks like rubber. This is about the
one, which is the simplest of the three, size of a small lozenge.
Holding it
there is a roller somewhat larger, sup firmly in the pincers the disk is first
piled with a tortoise shell or amber dipped into a box of salve which is a
handle and with four tiny Ivory balls part of the nail Improving parapherInstead of the familiar cylinder. This nalia, and afterward It is rubbed and
quartette, working together, yet each rolled around the cuticle to polish off
having a rotary motion of its own, is any ragged bits of skin and to keep
supposed to change flesh into thin air the nail smooth and delicately shaped.
or something equally invisible. The
third In the set has two rollers, one
FRILL TO BE BANISHED
being attached to each end of the tor- SIDE

D
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LARABEE'S Floor. Send o. Ave
or
money order, and we will
aeta by eiproes
coupona and
iSirabee
Flour M
oTtbe
Company,
to The ChlM Dipartment
Hntchlnaon Kansas. Be aure to writ your name and address Plainly.
and other valuable premtoma. Aak for descriptive circular.
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you know, Is that "Mighty-GooFlour that makes Baking
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a Delight.

ALL GROCERS

FOR
SALE

Try a Sack You'll Like it.
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handle. Each roller is deIN ONE CAUSE toise shell
signed to work on a special part of
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Novel Teacup Cosy

MICHIGAN

RBQULAR RETAIL VAUJM. S12.00
dinner-warand onr
w nSreauc Enabled The carloada of this tobeautiful
manofactnrer
give oa an eioluaive dea in
coat
to
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are
We
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and cannot he doplloated In
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No Longer Occupies Privileged Position, and Its Successor Is
the face. A key to the working plan Is
Being Talked Of.
enclosed In each box with the set,
REQUEST FOR SEPARATE HEARso that the amateur will have no difIt must go.
INGS IS DENIED
BY
ficulty whatever In managing the litSmart women have decreed ft
tle cylinders and balls. And after she
JUDGE ANDERSON.
The abuse of this pretty fashion Is
has learned the use of each she need
for Its downfall.
accountable
not
to
refer
the
chart.
again
Indianapolis, Ind., March 13. All
Some of the exaggerated examples
the defendants indicted for violation
There Is a delightful new face of the side frills seen this winter have
of federal statutes governing trans- cleanser which is less harmful to the been laughable.
"Heart guards," one man humorousportation of explosives must go to finer skin than some of the soaps used
trial in one cause on October 1, ac- by women and which, It is claimed, ly dubbed them.
When a frill that Is ordinarily Inwill accomplish the cleansing process
cording to the final ruling of Judge
tended merely as a finish to the colmore
a
than
and
quicker
pleasantly
Anderson today after he had heard water
aplication. The cleansing liquid lar extends so far that It is necessary
arguments of attorneys for the de- comes in two bottles, and they are to to pin It to the coat sleeve to keep it
fendants on a motion for separate be mixed in the proportions of two out of the way it is time to call a halt
What will take the place of the distrials.
of one to one of the other. The soluIn the consolidation of the cases tion of which a smaller quantity is carded side frill T
Who knows? Those who Invent
the Indictments against 54 men are used Is pinkish in color and has a
may already have their
fripperies
The
odor.
sweet
other
clean,
liquid
of
28
128
In
counts,
one, with
merged
looks like water. When the mixture heads together settling on something
which charge conspiracy to violate has been made the face is cleansed quite new in neck fixings.
statutes forbidding carrying dynamite with It by dipping a
Just at present the return of the
piece of absorbent
and nitroglycerine on passenger trains cotton In the liquid and rubbing It straight lace trimmed Jabot, that was
and 100 charge direct violation by the gently all over the face. Cold cream in vogue for so many years, is predefendants, both as abettors of and applications are not so effective as the dicted.
Plaited tulle jabots are also candicleanser.
principals, with , Ortie McManlgal, liquid
dates, but they are not practical, alJohn J. and James B. McNamara and
A delicious cold cream intended for though usually most becoming.
Herbert S. Hockln.
day use, one might say, to differentiate
Bonds of the defendants In court it from the cold creams pot on at
were continued.
night to remove soil and wrinkles,
comes In white jars and is a delicate
pink In color. The cream Is velvety
A TREACHEROUS
TROUBLE.
smooth and has an exquisite odor. A
little of It should be applied before the
East Las Vegas People Point the Way face
powder Is used. This keeps the
Out
skin smooth and protects it from the
The skirts to the evening dresses
Kidney diseases are very dangerous. weather.
are long, most of them have trains,
They come on silently, gain ground
Instead of using face powder many and the trains are usually made In the
rapidly, and cause thousands of deaths
women
are now applying cold cream long court length.
that could rave been prevented
Many of the new street and auto
treatment in the beginning. which has a becoming whitening ef- coats
have their collars and cuffs trimfor
the
and
is
fect
a
substitute
really
Nature gives early warnings of kidney
with velvet corduroy, ratine,
med
claimed
is
The
it
powder.
cream,
disease backache, twinges of pain dry the
has absolutely no bengaline, braid or satin.
by
makers,
when stooping or lifting, headaches
There seems to be no end to the degrease In its composition. It has a
and urinary disorders. If these symp flesh tint and after It has been al- signs in scarfs just now and the ma
toms are unheeded, there Is grave lowed to soak well Into the pores of terials used also satin, velvet and
danger of dropsy or fatal Brlght's dis- the skin the complexion looks pearly fur as well as lace and batiste.
The accordion plaited full, straight
ease. Doan's Kidney Pills have earned white and pink, yet does not have a
is the very newest style of
cream
The
jabot
appearance.
powdered
in
a reputation for their effectiveness
comes in jars of different tints to jabot and appears in black and white.
kidney troubles, and are known and
Whether this will supersede the popumatch different complexions.
recommended the world over. East
lar side ruffle remains to be seen.
Las Vegas testimony proves the merits
Most fashionable materials are rich
an
An
is
considered
eyebrow
pencil
of Doan's Kidney Pills- - to our readers.
important part of the modern toilet and heavy. Tailored costumes are
Mrs. Andres Sena, 1015 Sixth St., outfit Imported pencils done up in made up of thick woolly goods and for
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "The long, thin silver or. gilt tubes can be suits and dresses even plush is used,
use of Doan's Kidney Pills in our had in black or shades of brown, so with heavy chenille fringe as trimhome had demonstrated their great that when deftly used the lines do ming.
A double row of buttons of embroidvalue in relieving backache and other not show conspicuously, while the eye- ered silk outlined with button
loops
is
accentuated.
brow
effectively
We procured this
kidney disorders
of silk on embroidery trim many of
Block
at
the
Center
Pharmacy
remedy
Triangular bottles of perfume are a the smartest models from the neck
and It brought such satisfactory re- novel
Importation from a French spe- down to the bottom of the skirt, or
sults that I publicly testified in its cialist in this line at toilet articles. from the waist line down.
praise over two years ago. I have The bottles are shaped differently for
White Marabou the Fad.
personally recommended Doan's Kid- the different scents. There Is a squat,
In fancy feathers, tall military pomney Pills to many of my friends since wide bottfe, tapering toward the top,
which holds a deep amber liquid of pons are approved, and are worn In
then."
rare fragrance and allurement.
marabou, ostrich and coq. White
50
For sale by all dealers. Price
trlagular battle of blunter pro marabou is the current fad.
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

from Santa
state that Governor McDonald, In
message to the state legislature,
i
nnmends amending the const itu- iavso.se. toyw vU for summing the
uage qualification imposed by the
iiabllng act; lor the Insertion of
initiative and referendum features;
tor a more equitable apportionment;
stud for the consolidation of educational IsstituUons and various governing boards.
We have not yet seen the text of
the governor's message and consequently cannot speak with any degree of assurance as to its contents.
If quoted correctly, however, the gov
emor is correct about the desirability of one of the amendments suggested tlu removal of the language
qualification unfairly imposed by the
enabling a' t. An amendment to accomplish this will undoubtedly be
submitted and there is not the slightest question but. that it will pass by a
large majority.
The desirability of the other three
amendments Is uot so clear. Two of
bnm we are absolutely against. The
initiative must not be introduced into
our basic law. And the present apportionment is eminently fair. The
third amendment proposed sounds
very good. It Is a notorious fact that
our. educational institutions are too
scattered and their management entirely too decentralized. The proper
remedy, however, must be sought
carefully and it is at least questionable whether an amendment to the
constitution is necessary to bring
about the desired result
The proposed initiative amendment,
is on entirely different grounds from
the other three. It was to be expect
ed that Governor McDonald would do
jukt what he has done and suggest
to the legislature that it submit an
initiative amendment to popular vote.
Thqgjmove is calculated absolutely and
entirely to redound the political advantage of the democratic party and
to please the radical elements of oth
err parties who are forever shouting
that the people must rule. The Optic
Is absolutely against the initiative un
less It is in what is called a ' properly safeguarded" form. In short, we
are against any form of the initiative
that can be used by less than 60 per
cent of the voters of the entire state
"We don't want any form of the lni
tlatlve that will come within a htm
dred miles of working.
On this particular amendment the
and senators from
representatives
San Mtenel county, to say nothing o
tmose of other counties, have had
declaration by their constituents. A
the election to select delegates to the

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
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"WANT COLUMNS"

The young woman who wants to get
Mr spring sewing done ahead of time
:annot do better than to copy this
harming frock, just completed for a
Hide who will pass her honeymoon
it Aiken. The material is white per-3ifabric, a soft, lustrous weave of
o

with mohair, though any

wool

light

weight fabric will answer equally well,

rbe scalloped pipings and sash are
sf gay plaid silk in red, green and
s hite and the scallops around the bot-oof the skirt are particularly smart.
3eneath these scallops the little white
oots show plainly. These pretty
soots are of white buckskin and have
:he new 16 button tops.

FOLLY

$1,050

EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

m

Smart Evening Gowns.
Lace and the most gorgeous of brocades threaded with gold and silver
and worked in flowers of wool or silk,
or both, make up the most handsome
of evening gowns. But beaded net Is
also used, with a softening note of old
lace on the shoulders.

X

OVERLAND MODEL 59 ft

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Phone Main 344,
is making
butter fat this winter.
Liberal feeding means to feed all
the cows can eat and use to advantHigh priced feed

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props,

hlgh-ririce- d

WHOLESALE GROCERS MEET.
Harrisburg, Pa, March 13 The
Wholesale Grocers' Association
began its annual convention in this
city today with a good attendance of
representatives of the wholesale
ery trade throughout Pennsylvania,
Trip
Maryland and West Virginia.
convention will' conclude its business
tomorrow.
Tri-Stat- e

age.
He is in no wise a public benefactor
who keep two cows to do the work of
one.

For warts on teats, rub In some castor oil once a day. It le a pretty sure
3ure.
Although beef is away up In price,
a good milk cow still sells for more
than a corn fed steer.
Dairy cattle present a flattering field
for the man who is prepared to give
bis full attention to that industry.
If you would have the bank account
balance In your favor, be sure to feed
the dairy cows a balanced ration.
Guessing at the temperature of
cream in winter is a hit or miss business. A thermometer soon earns Its
way.
An overhead wire for hanging the
lantern at milking time keep it in a
safe place. Slide It along from place
to place.
When pumpkins are fed to cows it

The predominance of the Clark
sentiment is so marked that It is not
believed the Wilson adherents will attempt seriously to prevent the indorsement of the Missouriar.. TNr
indications are that the name of no
other aspirant for the demoncratic
presidential nomination will be mentioned.
man.

TO WHOM
KANSAS

LINING

UP FOR

CI.AR.

IT MAY

CONCERN

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Sarah C. Goke the
Fontaine and M. A. D. Rlbera, the
undersigned, were appointed on the
eleventh day of March, A. D. 1912,
executors of the estate of Henry
Goke, deceased, and all persons having claims against the estate of said
Henry Goke, deceased, will present
the same within the time prescribed

Hutchinson,. Kan., March 13. Nearly all of the 617 delegates who will
comprise the demoncratic state convention to be held here tomorrow
have arrived In the city. The democrats regard the outlook for the success of their party in Kansas this
year as unusually bright and the convention promises to be an enthuslas- - by law:
and harmonious gathering. The
Dated Las Vegas, N. M., March 11,
j tic
Is always safest to take out the work of the convention will be con-- I A. D. 1912.
seed mass first, writes one of our farm fined to the election of delegates-at- M. A. D. R1BERA,
dairymen.
SARAH C. GOKE DE FONTAINE.
large to the Baltimore convention and
the selection of a national committee
I

P. DIVIDED.

Detroit, Mich., Marcn 13- .- The Taft
campaign In Michigan will re stance
down the ways at Hastings next
day night, when a big republican ban"
quet will be given with Senator V.
Hum Alden Smith as ttio chief rnesl
er. Thevaffatr will mark the beginning of a hard fight that will be made
to keep the Wolverine state in line
for the president's nomination. A di
that is almost
vision of sentiment
without precedent is admitted to exist
among the republicans of Michigan
at the present time. Both the United
States senators and all the republi
can representatives from the state
are placed among the Taft supporters,
hut the president is being fought by
Governor Osborn and his followers.
The governor has been boosting hard
for Roosevelt, "but the Taft people
claim they do n6t fe- - the results, ard
that now that they are getf'.eg dewn
hrtc
of the campni i
the rm!
rhe'.r way.
things will be M to il

cii
a oman snowing
A
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i
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n s Suits
ooy

NEWEST STYLES FOR SPRING

1912

The Maker's Guarantee on Each Suit.

THESE SUITS PLEASE.
illustrates a little
contrivance that will
be much appreciated by many
people as It is of service for
keeping warm the early morning bedroom cup of tea that always suffers so
unless the recipient happens to be
quite ready for it.
It was made with the aid of a square
tin biscuit box, and as biscuit boxes
are constructed in almost every conceivable sice and shape it is not difficult to obtain one that will fit comfortably over a cup and saucer. For
this tig, and fitting it exactly, a cover

0

UR

sketch

home-mad- e

was made In flannel and edged with
colored cord carried into three little
loops at each corner. The words "Good
Morning" were worked upon one side,
and the cover was fastened to the tin
by stlches run through the material
and a number of tiny holes pierced in
the sides of the tin near the corners.
The dotted line in the sketch indicates
the cup of tea underneath the "cozy."
This little contrivance will keep a
cup of tea warm for some time, and it
is by no means unsightly, and Is easily
removed from the teapot when the
ea Is required.

$2. 75 to $8,30
'THE

I

J ,jL

EXTRA PAIR

STORE OF QUALITY'

E. Las Vegas

n.m:

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

The Prescriptionlst

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
leaving
prescription
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

1

Romero.
Luis Armfjo arrived this afternoon
from Santa Pe where he had been i'i

COLLARS

JABOTS

Both women

(Seal)

NEW SUPREME JUSTICE

n

i

1--

APPROVED BY SENATE

1

MAHLON PITNEY OF NEW JER
SEY OVERCAME OBJECTION
AGAINST HJM
13. -- Chancellor

Washington, March
Mali Ion Pitney of New Jersey todaywas confirmed by the senate as an
asociale justice of the supreme court
of the United States. The vote was
50 to 26. The opposition to Chancel
lor Pitney crumbled during the first
two hours of the senate's executive
session and a vote was reached short
ly after 2 p. m. Under the agree
ment reached last night the vote was
scheduled for 4 o'clock but the debate
was briefer than expected.

-

District Attorney C. W. G. Ward re
turned this afternoon from Santa Fe.
Mr. Ward was a delegate to the re
publican state convention.

Carts
Agents for "McDongall"

Kitchen

Cabinets
inch Posts
& Tops in Vernis Martin Finish,
the $15.00 kind. All other Brass
off during
and Metal Beds at
this sale. Ask for Coupons with
each purchase.

$9.85 for Steel Beds,

2

5

he

75

The Y. M.

Rosenthal.
C. A. is

I
I
I

Opposite.

1

Cafe De Luxe!
...The Best...
SHORT ORDERS
and

REGULAR DINNERS

I
i

!

HEPNER & BARNES, Props.

Backache Almost Unbearable
Is an almost certain result of kidney
trouble. D. Toomey, 803 E. Olhe St.,
Bloomlngton, 111., says: "I suffered
with backache and pains in my kidneys which were almost unbearable.
I gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
and they done wonders for me. Today I can do a hard day's work and
not feel the effects." O. G. Sehaefer
and Red Cross Drag Co.

C Jelly (toll

he Cook
always feels
confident of
1

t

.

en-'e-

food when usiri

Dr Prices
Baking Powder 1
Tartar

Made froiz Grapes

A. D. 1806.
A. W.

IN OUR OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
to Test Eves, Grind
Lenses Either to Oculists' Prescription or
to Match a Broken Lense, fit and Repair
Frames and Mounting.
We are fully equipped

GLEASON.

You will Save Time by Having Your Work
Done in Las Vegas.

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrn Cure Is taken Interthe
upon
nally and acta directly
blood and mucous surfaces of the
.
stem Send for testimonials free.
P. J. CHENET ft CO., Toledo, O.
Sold bv all druggists. 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,

filiation

JEWELER

MANUFACTURING

BELIEVE iN THE FUTURE
OF LAS VEGAS?
If you do you will want to take fJ
(hance on two good business lou that
can be bought now for
$1200 00
These lots will double in value as
soon as things begin to move. Buy
them now for $1200.00.
AGENCY
THE INVESTMENT &
CORPORATION, George A.Fleming,

AND OPTICIAN.

DO YOU

""

1.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
RAIN

Distributing

WEBER

Manager.

id creamy.
Bake in a moderate oven.
fC C
is illustrated on page
Roll
Jelly

EMERSON
iupifmfn
McCORMICK

Sfe-8lSligij!f-

of the new and handsomely
.struted
K C Cook's Book,
v hfch may be secured free
by sending
lie certificate packed in every
Cua of K C Baiting Powder to the
J.vybiw
Co., Chicago, 111.

e
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DICK SMITH OFFERS HIS

SADDLES
SEEDS

VEHICLE

,
full Line of

1

HHHH

SERVICES TO MADERO

HARNESS

X

THE PLAZA

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

WELL KNOWN

YOUNG MAN OF
LAS VEGAS IS IMBUED WITH
A WARLIKE SPIRIT.

In all probability Richard Smith, a
well known cement contractor of Las
Vegas and formerly a soldier unde
the British flag, wilr join the ranks of

President Madero In the fight to conquer the rebels in Mexico. Several
telegrams have been exchanged between Madero and Smith and at the
present Smith is expecting word
from the
summoning
president
him to Mexico City. "Dick" Smith
offered his services as an artilleryman
to Madero several days ago, but re
ceived in answer to the telegram, a
wire stating that the ranks of the
artillery deportmen were filled at the
present. However Madero is expecting to gfet more machine guns, in
which case Smith will be given a
chance behind one of them. If the
Mexican executive is unable to get
these guns, Smith will enter sonn
other branch of the service.
Mr. Smith is an experienced gunner
having served two years in the Be.
war with the English troops. He ::
tered the English arm" ,i
IS years, after the breaking out of
the Boer war. While in service in this
struggle Mr. Smith was in most of
the great battles and Is the proud possessor of several bars of honor for
this service. At the end of the war
in 1902 Mr. Smith returned to England
and later sailed for America. He
spent one year in Canada, coming to
Las Vegas from there. He has been
a resident of the Meadow City for
the past six years. Mr
sergeant, in Company H, New Mexico
National Guard.
Mr. Smith has many friends In
Vegas, who would be glad to see him
a hero in the Mexican war, but at the
same time they advise him to be
careful or some of the rebels will get
his goat. The title of captain or colonel would sound good hut would, be
of little use if the holder lost his life,
say Smith's friends.
WRECK IN MISSOURI.
St. Louis, Mo., March 13. The Iron
Mountain's fast mail train No. 7 was
derailed near DeSoto, Mo., today and

pure uiiu. wxioiesome

A Pure,Grapefream

tup sifted flour; scant half tea- level tearf 00 mis A' C
sa.'tf
Jiithirg Powder; grated rind of I
k:taon; ! egg biaten light; 1 enf sugar;
3 cup hot milS ; gh'.t'of jelly; fow- rd sugar.
Beat the sugar into the eggs; add the
i: :non rind, then the flour, sifted three
;mes with the salt and baking powder;
1.
lastly, the milk. Bake in a but
'.
ed dripping pan; turn out on a damp
:l.ith, trim on the crisp edges; spread
with jelly and turn over and over into
a roll while still warm.
Dredge the top
v.;th powdered sugar.
9
;Iot milk used in the jelly roll
it to be rolled without danger of
eking. Have the milk scalding hot,
0 be careful to have the eggs ami
irar beaten together until very light
Omt

of high stand-

ing in- literary and musical cii'les
and the concert will be a rare treat to
the lovers of these lines of entertainment. Both Miss Smith and Miss
Walkes are highly recommended by
S. E. Busser, superintendent oi the
Santa Fe reading room's, and no doubt
a large number of the employes o:
the Santa Fe and their tamil'es v. ill
take advantage of the opportunity to
hear them.
The seat reservation for the Santa
Fe employes will open tomorrow at
12:30 o'clok, and for the general public on Saturday morning. For this
concert no babies in arms will be admitted and children under 12 will not
be permitted to occupy chairs while
adults are standing.
Of the entertainment of Miss Smith,
the great "Musa," and her acompanist,
Miss Walker, Mr. Busser says In his
announcement;
"I have placed this company in the
midst of the entertainment season on
the Santa Fe because it has been a
great anticipation for months, and bebe remembrd and
cause It will
afterward. No
months
for
talked about
lecture course has been complete in
the east without "Musa" during the
present season. Her interpretations
cluster about the home. We leave
her presence with a truer attachment
for the old home and resolutions are
unavoidable to make our homes more
attractive and to center every effort
on the development of those ties
which have made our country most no
ble in spirit and of the highest tendency among the nations of the earth.
A recital of this nature brings heaven
to earth and dignifies our life on this
mundane sphere. Don't miss "Musa''
and her brilliant accompanist.

i

1912.

cember.
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attendance at the republican stat?
convention.
Attorney John D. W. Veeder went
to Santa Pe this afternoon on train
No. 1 on a short business trip to Ihe
Capital City.
Mr. and
Mrs. Secundino Romero
AND
left this morning for the Romero1
ranch at El Cuervo where they expect to send several weeks. ,
Patricio Sanchez, sheriff of Mora
county, left this morning for Mora
after having been in Ias Vegas a
few days looking after business afLATEST NOVELTIES IN
fairs.
J. D. Hand returned last night from
BELTS,
an extended trip to New York and
other cities in the far east. Mr. Hand
HANDBAGS,
went to his ranch at Los Alamos this
morning.
J. M. Kurn, general superintendent
SHIRTWAIST SETS,
of the western grand division of the
Santa Fe, passed through Las Vegas
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.
last night on train No. 9 en route
from La Junta to Albuquerque.
Mark Pease of Nolan was in Las
and today to file
Vegas
Hoffman & Graubarlb. proof foryesterday
his land claim. C. E. John-seand J. H. Mahoney accompanied
PHONE MAIN 104
Mr. Pease to Las Vegas as witnesses.
A. A. Jones came in last night from
Santa
New.
Fe. Mr. Jones has been on a
Always Something
short business trip in the southern
part of the state and returned to the
Meadow City by the way of the Capital City.
LITTLE ITEMS FOR
Santa Fe Mechanical SuperintendLITTLE MONEY ent M. J. Drury arrived this aftern-noofrom Albuquerque.
Master Mechanic J. A. Conley accompanied Mr.
Bring This Ad. to Secure These Drury north from the Duke City, but
continued on to Raton.
Good Values for Gash
P. Ortega of Mora., accompanied by
till March 19 1912.
Tito Melendez. also of Mora, came
in last night from Santa Fe and left
15c For 10 qt. Galvanized Pails
this morning for their homes They
20c For 12 qt. Galvanized Pails
were both delegates from Mora coun10c For 7 Dozen Clothes Pins
ty to the republican state convention.
A H. Davis, after spending several
stand
3
of
Potts
95c For Sett
Irons,
in Las Vegas, left this afternoon
days
and Handle
for his home In Montana. Mr. Davis,
3.00
2.25 For
Wringers
accompanied by M. E. Milner, has
25c For 35c Brooms
been on an extended trip to Califor28c For 40c Brass Washboard
nia and states in the southwest. Mr.
12c For 20c Pail Washboards
Milner left this afternoon for his
50c For No. 1 Galvanized 65c Tubs home in Fort Madison. Iowa.
75c "
60c For No. 2
"
85c
3
70c For No,
KNOX STILL TRAVELING
off
at
Comforts
and
All Blanket
San Salvador, Republic of Salvador,
$1.85 For 3.00 Ball Bearing Skates March 13. Secretary of State Knox
45c For 75c Lanterns
left the capital on a special train to5
off on any Lace Curtain Nets day for Acajutla
and Curtains. New 1912 Styles.
$4.85 For $7.50 Collapsible Go- -

FANCY LACE

TO

Miss Helen Rogers Smith, accompanied by Miss Jan! M. WuUier, will
be the Santa Fe Reading room attraction at the Y. M. C.
SiiMtday

.

Phout Main

r

TO VEGAS
MISSES SMITH AND WALKER
GIVE A MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT HERE.

13,

State of Ohio, city cf Toledo,
as.
Lncaa County,
Chancy makea oath
Fraatopj.
that he Is senior partner of the firm
Omly Two EU Keqnired
if P. J. Cheney
Co., doing business
By Mrs. Janet McKenxie Hill, Editor of In
the City of Toledo. Hounfy and
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
State aforesaid, and that said firm
This Jelly Roll is fast becoming very will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
on
account
of the way it Mm DOLLARS for each an I
popular
case of
fresh. With proper handling it should Catarrh that cannot be iwrv
ureil by the
fresh
whole
a
keel,
week. orovidint it
CT ' li ( CRF
isn't eaten np in the meantime, for it ii use W HALL1FRANK
J. CHENEY.
cut
as
every
good as It looks.
33
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Ir. my presence, this 6th day of De-

GOOD COMPANY

J. P. Hammond of Onava was in
Las Vegas yesterday and todar on
business.
P. L. Dawson of Trinidad case In
yesterday afternoon from Colorado on
business.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey went to Santa
Pe this afternon on a business trip of
several days.
to
Attorney W. J. Lucas went
Wasion Mound this afternoon on train
No. 10 on business.
Santa Pe Superintendent F. L. My- II
laflt nlchl
am vant in
ill in
on train No. 9 on .business.
David Winternitz will leave this
evening for Chicago. Mr. Winternlt?
will go rrom the Windy City to rial
tlmore.
Jose S. Romero arrived yesterday
afternoon from Pueblo, Colo., where
he has been visiting his brother, T.

MARCH

Jelly Roll Recipe

BUSSER SENDS A

PERSONALS

WEDNESDAY,

the engineer, fireman and a mail clerk
were slightly injured. The engine
and two mail cars turned over. The
two baggage cars and sleeper remained upright after leaving the rails.

I

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., March 13. Cattle

Receipts $5,000, including 200 southerns. Market strong to 10 cents higher. Native steers $6.008.35: southerns steers $5.507.00; southern cows
and heifers $3.255.75; native cows
and heifers $3.007.00; stackers and
feeders $4.2506.25; bulls $4.00f?5.5u:
steers
calves $4.00 8.25; western
western
cows
$3,250
$5.757.50;

IeTTSi
V

MaMI TalMKlTO, one ot the
..:.i -. ( ,K.
American stage in the name
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I
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it

part. This production is
beyond doubt the ultimate
achievement of the world's
greatest picture maker, and
we are indeed fortunate in
being able to present to you
this superb masterpiece of
photographic and dramatic
Watch for further
n.
announcement,.
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My Prices Reasonable.

OFFICE 506 GRAND AVENUE.
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If it

maJ be termed 3 science

Science of
Selling

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms

OPTIC

ilHii WANT COLUMNS

THEATRE

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

J. n. CUNNINGHAM. President

V)d

FRANK SPRINC'ER.

t.

HOSKINS,

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Les Vogas Savings Bank
Capital .ytock, $30,000.00
Office with the San

Win. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hosldns

.

National Bank

President
iCf President
Treasurer

Interest Pa. id on Deposits

5.75.

Hogs Receipts 10,000; market 10
to 15 cents higher. Bulk of sales $6.60
06.85; heavy $6.8006.90: packers and
butchers $6.6506.88;
Ilgnts $6,500
6.80; pigs $5.2506.00.
market
13,000:
Sheep Receipts
steady. Muttons $3.5005.50: lambs
$6.00 07.15; fed wethers and yearlings
$4.0006.00; fed ewes $3.0005.10.

must

include a means of presenting the

The

THE BROWNE

-

EVERYBODY
Reads ihe Optic

Cashier.
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WJLEY HAFID GOES HUNTING
CMtaa of Mwoco Um the Tlphons, Wireless and Acetylene
Durtnf Day's 8prt.

BACHELORS

PAID

A

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

scribed astray animal was taken up by
N. M Feb.

E stray Advertisement

PENALTY

MARCH 13, 1912.

Node la hereby given to whom It Felipe VaMes, Lomberton,
any concern that tho following de- 23, 1111

MttttttM

THE OPTIC

THE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER

Uit

Single Blesaedneee Was Considered an scribed eatray animal
taken up by
One sorrel stallion 4V4 ft
wmwrn
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Offense In the Old Greek
R. P. Donaldson, Cedar Vale, N. M., high.
State of Sparta.
Branded
February 24, UU.
K9
One bay horse, 12 or 15
On left hip
j
Sultan
of
Men
Morocco,
were
some
free
first allowed
Muley Hafid,
Said animal being unknown to this
has evidently mad up hit mind to dom not to marry, but this was grudg- years, 900 lbs.. 16 hands.
SOCIEiY AND BUSINESS'
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
max the best of things and have aa ingly given, and with many penalties
On left shoulder
before March 28, 1912, said date being
for the Idiosyncrasy. In Sparta, we
good a time aa he can.
A abort time ago he expressed the are told, bachelors were under ban,
CHAPMAN LOOQE NO. B, A. F. A KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
10 days after last appearance ot this
Branded
dealre to go partridge and rabbit disfranchised by law, excluded from
.NO. 804. Meets second aad fomrtt
A. M. Regular
comOn left ribs
advertisement, said estray will be Bold
hunting. To go out without an army witnessing the great public procesof
Board
for
the
the
benefit
this
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneat
munication
by
and
first
Said animal being unknown to this
would have been impossible to htm a sions which were the pride of the
found.
when
owner
building.
Visiting members are oar
In
third
each
on
or
owner
Thursday
claimed
unless
French
Hoard,
by
tew months ago, before the
state; and In winter time compelled
W. H. Tipton. G. K.;
invited.
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD.
month.
dlally
Visiting brothoccupation of Fei. But be started out to march naked around the market before March 28, 1912, said date being
k P. Mackrl, F.
ers cordially
one morning with a small escort, and place, singing, as they went, a song 10 days after last appearance of thin
Ited
Albuquerque, N. M.
had good luck at hunting, while no testifying to their own disgrace by advertisement, said eatray will be sold 1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12 RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- N. O. Herman. W.
D. it. Mai ray.
rebellious tribesmen took a shot at which they "Justly suffered punish- by this Board for the benefit of the
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
TISEMENTS
him.
ment."
Meet in tut- loreet of brotherly
Ee'ray Advertisement
found.
owner
when
At 1 o'clock in the afternoon h
And In this land, so Insistent In all
Notice is hereby given to whom it
love
at Woodmen of the World
BOARD.
SANITARY
CATTLE
Five cents per line each Insertion. LA8 VEQA8 COMMANDERY, NC. 2,
found a tent set up and luncheon other respects upon reverence for the
concern that the following
nay
L&U. on lL
avuond and fourth FriM
N.
Albuquerque.
home
he atop sged. there was one exception a
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
served. On the way
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
was
animal
taken
up
by
estray
"12
of
month
at S p. m. C. Claj
each
Mar.
IS,
day
ped at a French fort, used the tele- youth might refuse, and without re- 1st pub. March 7, last pub.
ular conclave second TuesMartinez. Taoa, N. M., Feb- No ad to occupy less space than two
Malaqulas
G. Laemmle, Clerk.
Visit
and
Consul;
at
Fez
a
his
to
call
seat
to
a
to
and
rise
up
palace
phone
give
proof,
lines. All
advertisements
day in each month at Ma
charged
ruary 3, 1912.
are especially welfor tho first time wireless tele-- venerable bachelor, even to one who
ing
neighbors
Estray Advertiaement
will
D.
be
booked
m.
C.
at space actually set, sonic Temple at 7:30 p.
One red bull, 7 years old,
come and cordially invited.
had done honorable service for the
N'otice Is hereby given to whom :
graph In operation.
without regard to number of words. Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamsne, Re
1300 lbs.
After many triale the operator sue- - state, saying:
concern
that
the
following
may
in
Cash
advance preferred.
conier.
eeeded In getting Into communication
Branded
.No BOn ot youri wln Ter rlge t0
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesestray animal was taken up by
with the station on the Eiffel Tower, g(vp me a geat ..
On
left
blp
N.
W. W. Wesley, Schroeeder,
M.,
day evenings each month, at Woodhis
to
and the Sultan sent a message
Th,8 pun,rtment of tlM bachelor
LAS VEGA 8 CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
Said animal being unknown to this
cor
man hall. Visiting Brothers
28, 1912.
February
minister in Paris, El Mokrl.
1n
manT ageB ,nj
ntg beeB
8 Regular convoca
ARCH
18 years Board, unless claimed by owner on or
M.8QN
M.
mare
A.
One
to
attend.
num.
invited
were
to
uspu
bay
dially
Acetylene lamps
extended down to the
.oimfriH
tion first Monday in each
before March 28, 1912, said date being
his entry into Pel, and the Sultan was early daya of our own history. In TOO lbs., 12 hands,
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Secmonth at Masonic Temaa pleased over the day'a sport as a Connecticut, in 1636, a law was passed Branded
MM 10 days after last appearance of this
retary.
child with a new toy.
sold
be
will
said
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
which would not "allow any young unadvertisement,
estray
On left shoulder
Williams, H. P.; F. O.
married man to keep house," and
by this Board for the benefit of the
DENTISTS.
Branded
men
"lone
Hartford
taxed
twenty
found.
when
Blood,
Secretary.
iwner
Benefits of the Fire.
On left hip
lux"selfish
the
a
for
week"
vac
shillings
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
The flra alarm sounded and a
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
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THE OPTIC D0E5 JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED

OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?

Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.

The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can Always be Obtained of The Opticl j

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

g

&

X X

3
3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE OH YOUR NEXT JOB.
--

'.

$

.

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIM 2.

1
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MONEY SAVED

at

511

street

Klnch
Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course

Percent
By Paying Cash you Can Save an Average of 16
on Your Grocery Bill, and in Addition, 2 PERCENT EXTRA
BY BUYING A COUPON BOOK From us, Which is Good for
3

Cevsh or Goods
STORE

OUR

LOCAL NEWS

Tir drum of Old Taylor bourne
street to the house
at the Optra Bar.

MONEY MADE

AT

Klrst showing of spring millinery,
Friday and Saturday, March 15 and
16. St rase'

H. N. Gratibarth
ent residence on
boulevard to the
enth street in a

IKE DAVIS
THE CASH GROCER.

MAIN 193 OR MAIN 194.

N. B.
are Selling Today 8 lbs. Fancy Potatoes for 25c
- - 30c
Strictly Fresh Laid Eggs Per Dozen
We

SWEET PEAS
and no grounds however extensive or magnificent should fail to
include many varieties of this most

Flower
PopularOffer
you the

We Have to

Famous Spencer Varieties
In Individual Colors, also the Regular Variety in Individual
Colors, and the Popular Variety, Mixed. Can give you these
Either in BULK or PACKAGES.
NEXT SUNDAY IS

SAINT PATRICK'S DAY

Also Swoot Pea Day.
The day that Saint Patrick wearing a Oreen
Necktie a Shamrock, carrying a Banner of Sweet
Peas? and standing on St. Patrick's Mountain

Preached to the Snakes driving them all out of
Ireland. Hence the Good OMEN any thing begun on
this day will bring GREAT RESULTS. Therefore
plant your Sweet Peas, on St. PATRICK'S DAY
early in the morning and then watch them grow.
If You Have Any Scruples About Doing this on Sunday.

his present

street

J.

to

714

GROCER.

at

--

Panama--

IF THERE'S

WAY TO DO LAUNDRY

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT
SUGAMTE LUMP

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

e

At Once

Then you'll know that there is
one laundry that can do work
to suit you and that it doesn't
ask a fortune for doing a
mily washing either.

fa-

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

AT

HOUSE OF

the most modern machinery-madanywhere and the methods we use are right up to
now.

Members of Las Vegas lodge No.
B. P. O. Elks to the number of
nearly 90 gathered In the O. R. C.
hall last night to participate in the
annual election of officers. It was the
most enthusiastic gathering of Elks
ever held In this city, interest in the
lodge have grown to remarkable
proportions within the past several
months.
The following officers were elected:
exalted ruler, Patrick D. McElroy;
esteemed leading knight, .1. Fred Anton; esteemed loyal knight, Robert
Vasse; esteemed lecturing knight, F.
M. Lyon; secretary, D. W. Condon:
treasurer, W. G. Benjamin: trustee
lor three year term, Ceoilio Rosen
,wald; tyler, Ralph Gohlke; representative to grand lodge meeting in Portland, Ore., George H. Hunker; alternate representative, J. K. Martin.
Messrs.
Condon,
Benjamin and
Gohlke were unanimously
These gentlemen have served the
Elk fatihfully for several years and
are popular with the membership. All
the men elected last night are live
members of the herd and they are expected to be highly successful in administering the affairs of the lodge.
It was announced by the building
committee that the furnishings for
the new lodge- home, now under erection on Douglas avenue, have been ordered and will arrive in the city by
the time the building Is completed.
The furniture and drapery are elaborate and there will be no home in
the west that can rival that of No.
408.
The furnishings for the lodge
room will be particularly elaborate.
Upon the occasion of the Installation
of the newly elected officers, which
will occur early in April, the lodge
will enjoy a banquet and several candidates will be initiated. Las Vegas
Elkdom is growing in number. At
every meeting applications are received In large numbers from prominent citizens of Las Vegas and the
surrounding towns which lie within
the jurisdiction of No. 408.

$9,135,422
5,420,052

Surplus
Home Insurance

$3,715,370

of New

Company

We

are now receiving onr

Clothing for Spring and we
want to impress you with the
fact, that the Patterns and

No-de- ls

are handsomer than ever
before, our aim is to improve
each season, and this season's
patterns show the effect of our
efforts. A great share of our
Hart Schaffner and Marx suits
are now in and. displayed and
we would be pleased to have
you look them over. We realize.
A little later you will be thinking,

"Spring Suif
GREENBERGER.
Coprrlkt Hn ScUlfner It Man

A.

SQUARE DEAL.

-

union meeting of the church people of Las Vegas will be held tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock in the
Christian tabernacle, on the corner
of Main avenue and Eighth street.
The subject for discussion will be
"How to Improve the Moral and Religious Atmosphere," and the topic
will be treated from the standixiifit of
the men. women, girls and boys. Discussion will he introduced by George
H. Kinkel, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,
H. D. Young, assistant secretary of

MR.

MERCHANT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.
WE FURNISH

THE

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

A

Jefferson Raynolds President
u. Kaynoias vice rresiaent
nsl'ett Kaynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

t.

the

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

acquainted.
cordially
vited to attend the meeting.
AGREED

TO INSURANCE
13.
Kansas City, March
crease in insurance rates In

RATE
An in-

the

Mod-

ern Woodmen of America recently
York-As-sets
adopted at Chicago was approved by
$32,146,565
75 of of the order representing MisLiabilities
18,331,124
souri, Kansas and Oklahoma who have
$13,815,124 just completed an extended session
Surplus
Insurance Company of North Ameri- here. It was agreed that the increase
vas absolutely necessary to preserve
ca, Philadelphia, Pa.
Assets
$16,953,774 the society.
Liabilities
12,649,873

Capital,'

$100,000

Surplus, and UndividbdIPhofits

$35,000

bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight of that essential qualityi Absolute
Safety

Interest Paid on Time Deposit

Send Your Clothes to us
21

Subscribe for The Optic

THE

Than the way we do it, we
are not aware of it. We have

YEAR

Y. M. C. A.; Mrs. N. B. Green,
Mrs. Clifford MoCIanahan, and Miss
Annual statement ending December Quiggin. These talks will be follow31, 1911, of companies represented by ed by open
discussion After the
John S. Olark.
evening's program an opportuity will
North British and Mercantile Insur- be given those In attendance to beance Co., of London and Edin- come
InAll are

burgh
Assets
Liabilities

A BETTER

OF

SPRING CLOTHING

408

Perry Robbet, who has been emDynamometer test car No. 29 came
ployed by the Santa Fe for the past
this afternoon with engine No.
in
year in the capacity of day call boy,
1336 on train No. 10 from Albuquerhas resigned his position and expects
Dra-rto leave for the east in the near fu que. Mechanical Superintendent
A. Conley
J.
Mechanic
Master
and
ture. E. A. Kromer has been emwere with the car on its trip to Ias
ployed as his successor.
Vegas. The car will accompany the
The Investment and Agency corpo engine south again this evening.
ration has sold the Moise property
D. C. Collier, president of the
on Columbia avenue to M. R. Wil
California
exposition, which will
liams, who has prepared to move Into
in
San
held
be
Diego, Calif., In 1915,
it at once. The same firm has sold
in Santa Fe In the Interest of his
the frame house os the corner of Is
Ninth and Jackson to George F. association. Mr. Collier will endeavor to Induce the New Mexico legisTroast.
lature to vote an appropriation for the
Tomorrow evening the Knights of purpose of erecting a New Mexico
Columbus of Las Vegas council No. building at the exposition. If the apP04 will hold an important business propriation is made an exhibit that
meeting in the O. R. C. hall. The will be representative of the state
newly elected officers of the council will be prepared. Every city and
are particularly desirous that a large county will be represented by
be
attendance of the membership
present. The Knights of Columbus
E. H. Biernbaum, who has
been
are furnishing a room in the new adfor
has
been
several
here
spenddays,
dition to St. Anthony's
sanitarium
that is expected to be one of the ing much of his time in the office of
the county clerk familiarizing himself
best appointed apartments In the
with the books and records of thp
district, court for Mora county. Dep
Ranchmen in San Miguel
county utp Clery Stapp is getting the books
are preparing for the beginning of the in shape to be sent to Mora, wher"
lambing season. While weather con- they will be kept In the future, acditions of the past several weeks have cording to the regime Instituted with
not heen of the best for live stock the beginning of State government.
the sheep men believe that the early Mr. Stapp says the work of transfergrass on the ranges will be excellent ring the records in the various disthis year. They expect abundant for- tricts of the state will not be comage for the young lambs. Good weath- pleted for several weeks. The task
er during April and May will assure is being done in most districts by the
a healthy crop of lambs and increas- men who formerly held the office of
ed prosperity for the ranchmen of district clerk, of whom Mr. Stapp is
the county. Secundlno Romero, as is one. Mr. Biernbaum is deputy clerk
his usual custom, expects to begin of Mora county.

H. STEARNS,

D.W.CONDON

COMING

will move soon from
1016
Sixth
residence,
Columbia avenue, which

Frank Flats has leased the house
811 Main avenue from the Investment and Agency corporation and will
J. Anderson applied yesterday after- move in from his present home on the
noon at the court bouse for $4 as corner of Grand and Tllden avenues.
bounty on two coyotes killed by him
The advance advertising car of the
recently near Onava.
Sells-Flotcircus passed through I as
this
afternoon on train No. 1
Vgas
In
The city council will meet
en route for Albuquerque where the
session tonight in the city hall.
circuB expects' to put on a show this
Much
business of importance is
spring.
council
the
of
attention
the
awaiting
men.
We will not trim any more hats
this year, as we have bought an imMiss Frances MaeVas, saleslady at mense
stock of trimmed hats. Also a
the store of Charles Rosenthal, was
lot of hat trimmings, wlrej etc.,
big
not tn her place behind the counter which we will sell
cheap. Inspection
today, owing to the death of her invited.
grand fattier.
ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.
816 Elev-

the lambing season about the first of
next month.

DO IT MONDAY,

ARRIVAL

ELKS

Tenth LAS VEGAS LODGE NUMBER 408
ELECTS OFFICERS FOR THE

y

No garden is too small for a row of

0.

M. R. Williams

o

TELEPHONE

LODOL OF B. P.

will move his pres he has purchased.
the Hot Springs

house at
few days.

HEADS LOCAL

M'ELROY

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. S-- ott have
from their home' on 81xfb

IS

2--

MARCH 13, 1912.

Phone Main ol

'617

Douglas

QUALITY

Surplus
Hartford Fire
ford, Conn.
Assets
Liabilities

$ 4,303,901

Insurance

Co., Hart$25,449,839
17,630,132

...$

Surplus

F RESH

7,819,707

EVIDENCE IS L08T
- New York, March 13. Scores of
document, by which the government
hopes to rrcve, in larg measure, its
charge (n the so called sugar trust
conspiracy case, have- disappeared, according to evidence adduced at the
trial .today. District Attorney Wise
said he feared they never would be
iecovered.

LETTUCE
SPINACH
RADISHES

Great Exhibition of

-

YOUNG

ONIONS

Florida and Old Mexico
TOMATOES

We Always Have

TULIPS

NARCISSUS

THE BEST OF EATABLES

HYACINTHS
The Graaf & Hayward Co.

In Pots or Cut

Store
507 Sixth Strtet

PERRY ONION & SON

California Oranges
Florida Grape Fruit

Colorado Apples
Yucatan Bananas

Spring Rugs
.N0W READY...

The Finest Line in Las Vegas at the Lowest Prices.

J. C. JOHNSEN

6. SON.

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS.

A- T-

BOUCHER'S

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

